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CHAPTER- I 

INTRODUCTION : DIFFERENT APPROACHES 

TO THE CRISIS OF ECOLOGY 
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Life and physical environment go together, for the environment 

supplies both the nutrients and the conditions necessarv for the 

existence of life. This combination of living things and the 

environ~•nt in which life exists is the biosphere. Like every 

other life form, we are a part of the terrestrial biosphere. 

But the characterstic which distinguishes our species from all 

oth~r life forms that the e~rth has ever supported, is our 

ability to modify the environment with our interventions. 

Again, 

species, 

we need also to take note of a power which we, 

alone have and which no other species ever had: 
(1) 

as a 

the 

power of self-destruction. This is kind of power which miqht 

manifest itself through a "more or less sudden inceneration of 

our species in the nuclear fires of our own making or thourgh a 

lingering paralysis caused by a roindle:·=-s attr?;,tion of OLIF" 

(2) 

habitat". 

To focus atiention on this mindless attrition of our own 

habitat, one could do well to point out that.at the present timo 

100,000 million .tons of various kinds of ores are being 

extracted every year from th~ bow~ls of our planet earth. The 

figure may rise to 600,000 million tons by the end of this 

1 Nari ndar Si nqh, "The En vi ronH,ment: what the Powers That Be 
care two hoots about, i.D Bernherd Glaeser: . .!:-J?~rD.!D.9_.f.r.9J.!L£:.biD.gJ 
.P§.Y.§>l,~;~,g.m.eo.t_..f.DSL.S:D.Y1r::PD.ff!~D! _ _!.!LI.b1.r!L~.9!:.L~L--.!;.P!:t.!J.!.!:.!E'.?. London r 
Allen and Unwin, 1987., p.249. 

2 -1~1~1 ., p. 249. 
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century, at the present rate and ~t the present method of mining 

and using ores. This is nothinq but recl~less depletion of the 

terrestrial resources which are essentially Finite. 

Again it is important to emphasi :.e that the modern 

hyper-industrialised civilization is now using the atmosphere as 

a veritable sewer. Every year we are throwinq up into the 

atmosphere about 20 billion tons- of cat-bon dio::ide~ 130 milliop 

tons of hydrocarbons, 53 million tons of nitroqen oxide and 

over 3 million tons of arsenic, 
(3) 

cadmium~ lead, mercury nickel 

and other toxic metals. This and manv other forms of mindless 

attrition of our habitat are at the root of the pollution of our 

environment. These twin Problems of rapid depletion of 

terrestrial resources and the pollution of our environment 

constitutes what is known as the 'crisis of ecoloqy•. 

It seems best to recognise the human interventions with the 

otherwise self-sustaininq eco-system as a part of qeneral 

process which anthropology calls culture. As an anthroplogical 

category, culture signifies our power and propensity to 

produce artefacts and to create institutions which togeth•r 

form a distinct sphere of human actiyity within the biosphere. 

Since most of what we need is not found in raw nature,we as_a 

3 Boyle a.nd Boyle, citE•d in Nari.ndlilr Singh, OIJ cit,p. 249. -----
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species have no option but continue to do. culture. But once I we 

take a close look at these artefacts and institutions~ what 

seems to have happened is {neffect the degeneration of whaC 

anthropology calls culture int~ what can be best described as 
(4) 

•counter-culture~. Counter-culture siqnifies.~ur ability to 

create such artefacts and build such institutio~s as are not 

compatible with the terrestrial eco-system. It is essentially 

self-destructive. And the crisis of ecoloqy is due largely if 

not entir~ly to the incompatibility with the ecosystem of some 

of artefacts and institutions .. Je have c•f late created. And 

to see this we need no more than to focus on the products of 

nuclear physics and petro-chemistry, which more than anything 

else, menace our existence todBy. 

The ~Qprecedent~d intensification of the crisis of ecology is a 

relatively recent phenomenon. This intensification of the 

crisis of ecology is a result of the induction of such 

artefacts as sophisticated weapons of mass destrurtion.nuclear 0 . 

reactors,and products of petro-chemistry into the biosphere. 

The products of the nuclear and petrochumical jndListries deplete 

without relept such resources aE are in any case eKhaustible 

and destroy the self-renewing capacity of the rest. The 

never-ending proliferation of nuclear weapons~nuclear reactors 

and petrochemical products have infact brouqht about a greater 

4 p. 251. 
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accumulations and concentration of destructive power than could 

have been the case.in the past and thus thr~~ten to paralyse 

the global en vi ronnre..'1t. 

A group of intellectuals and activists can be. credited for 
·~) 

focusing world attention on the intensification of the crisis of 

ecology. One of the first persons to draw public attention to 
( 5) 

this was Rachel Carson.Her book ..:~.l?.L!.§'.D..t_~p.r.!..o_g_: alerted the ~rmrld 

to the dangers inherent in the careless use of pesticides. Barry 
( 6) 

wa: also a pic·n~·r·ing work that 

drew world attention to the gravity of the crisis of ecology. 

The rapid depletion of our terrestrial resources however gained 

most attention through the publication of the book -~.Jb.§' ... .!:c.~f.TIU=?. 
JZl 

t~-~~q~tQ~ by Meadows and others in 1972. All these studies ~n~ 

many others provide scientific evidence to the effect that the 

world, 1 i terall y, the whole world is in the throes of a maJor 

multidimensional ecological crisis. 

For the first time in human history, a crisis that threatens the 

survival of human beings as a race ~as come into being. The 

S. Rachel Carson; 
Books, 1972 

Harmondsworth Penquine 

6. Barry Commoners; tJ::tt;t_t;_t,q_~i_'l.q _c;..tr:..c;_l_E."_ , New york Kn o j 1 97 t 

7. Meadows, Donella H. & Others; 
New York, Universe Books, 1972 
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•resoLfce e>:h.austion" 

" 
.and"pollution of the 

environemnt• have assumed alaraminq proportions and are 

crying out more than anything else for strong and effective 

remedial actions. But economists seem to be indifferent to it. 

For as the situtation is becoming more and ·more serious, 

professional economists continue to toy with th~ symptoms 

ignoring the cause. For the main concern of the present 

economists are inflation, unemployment~ energy shortages etc. 

··'·~:... 

But as we shall see },ater these problems are nothing but the 
"' 

symptoms of the 'crisis of ecology". Let us 
"-:,) 

study the 

man-environement relationship to understand the crisis proper\y. 

But at the outset it will be useful to state the two meanings of 

ecology. 

0 
If we refer a standard dictionary we will find that the 

word'eco~ogy• has two meanings. . One, 
"'j. • 

i t implies the 
~~·;. ; ·, . :.Ji 

•eco-system•, • that is the unit consisti~g of the organisms and 

their environment, and two, it means the study of that 

• eco-system•. 

(8) 

Environment performs three basic functions in relation to man. 

First it provides us with natural resources like land, 

mineral5 and forestry which are used in human consumption 

8 O.W. Pearce, cited in, Biplab Dasgupta, "The Environmental 
Debate1 Some Issues and Trends", Economic and Political Weekly, 
vol., 13 nos., 6-7, Annual No., 1978:-,-p;- -31:15.- ---------
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directly or indirectly.Secondly environment acts as a "sink' for 

assimilating wastes produced by the human civilization\ ~hese 

range from carcases to 'garbage and from carbon dioxide to the 

radioactive wastes of the nuclear industry. Thirdly, the 

environment with its wide varieties of amenities, which include 

from colourful landscapes to numerous varieties of living being:s 

of every colour and shape makes life so qualitatively rich and 

enjoyable. 

The actions 
i 

of human beings, generate four types of stresses on 
(9) 

the enviornment. First, •eutrophic' the stress 
I 

i mposefd 
i 

on the environment in performing the task of decomposing 

organic bodies and wastes produced by the production al;d 

consumption activites of the economic system. 

Second, 'exploitative'-which includes such acts as cropping .of 

plants, extraction of minerals and hunting of animals. Here~ it 

is important that the rate of exploitation should always be 

below nature's capacity to reproduce. 

Third, 'disruptive"-which are ~he physical chanqes brouqht about 

by such diverse activites as urban sprawling, construction of 

highways and forest: lei earance. 

9. -L~L~ . p. 385. 
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Fourth, •chemical and industrial stresses-which are mainly the 
i 

results of technological development, examples being the heavy 

concentration of lead, mercury or radioacataive substances. 

The present study is confined to two main types ?f environmental 

degradation, pollution of various types and e>:hau$_tion ·of scare:e. 

resources. The latter corresponds to exploitative stress and 

the former to other three types o~ stresses. 

In standard economics, the environment plays a very limited 

role. There are basically three approaches to the problem of 

environmental crisis. '). 

The problem of environmental degradation was treated in two ways 

by the neo-classical economi$t:s. First, 
0 
some of the 

neo-cl assi ca1 economists treated the environmental problem as a 

case of negative extern~lities and further ronsidered these 

externalities as innocuous. This is refler:ie:·d in the "Jritinqs of 

Professor A.C.Pigou. t-1oreover, they are no more disconcerting 

than the additional expenses on the laundry, induced by the 

emission of smoke by a industry in the neighbourhood, the damaqe 

done to one farmer's property by rabbits multiplyinq as a result 
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of game preserving activities of the neiohbour and the wearing 
( 10) 

out of road surface by the ever pr·ol i fe;rati ng motor cars. 

Again the neo-classical economists viewed the problem as arising 

due to a misallocation of resources in a p~rfectly competitive 

set up. The total cost of production includes environmental 

losses borne by the society, but are not taken into accot~t by 

individual firms. For e}:ample~ a chemical plant emits noxious 

gases which increase the incidence of different diseases among, 

the people of the areas adjacent to that chemical plant. This 

represents a social cost which does not show up in the cost 
0 

account of that firm. Thus there emerges a divergence between 

private cost and social cost. This becomes, all the more· c 1 ear if 

we take an entropic view of the economic process. The 'Entropy 

La~· is the 'Second Law• of Thermodynamics. From the fi..r_st 1 a"'J 

of thermodynamics we know that all matter and energy in the 

universe is constant, for enegy can neither be created nor 

destroyed. The second law, the 'Law of Entropy' states that the 

entropy of a closed system continuously increases or that the 
( 11> 

.order of such a system steadily turns into disorders. Thus 

entropy is an idex of the disorder. The essence of the 

entropy law is that, "whenev·er a sernbl ance of order is created 

10 Nar i ndar Singh, -~f;.c;..Qil.Cl.f'!!.l.l;..!2.. __ ~n.c;!._t.t:l~ __ l;_r_:t__~:l.~_Qf._E;.r;_QLQq'i., Delhi , 
Oxford University press; 1978; p. 27. 
-------------------------
11 Nicholas Georgescue-Roegen, 'The Entropy law and the Economic 
Problem•, in Herman E. Daly., ed.. 1P.tJE-!'B.? __ E-__ E?.t~s..t1y __ .S.:t.e!~ 
f::.f.QD.Q.!!I~ ,San Francisco: W.H. Freeman and Company, 1973~ p. 40 
This has been dealt with in detai 1 in 'chapter i v' of the present 
study namely'Towards an Alternatiave Paradigm". 
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anywhere on the earth ~ it is done at the expense 

oi causing an even greater disorder in 
( 12) 

the surrounding 

environment." Thus in entropic terms the cost of any economic 

-.• 
activity is always greater .than the product, for any such 

activity necessarily results in a deficit. Thus_the social cost 

of any economic activity is always greater tharf .- the pri v~te 

cost. But since the firm does not pay the full cost 'of 

production of the commodity, the production of that commodity in 

' the economy is excessive that is greater than the soc~al 

optimum. This then results in a misallocation of resources in a 
<13) 

perfectly competitive system. The prescription for tAis 
(14) 

malady is the 'internalisation' of the external cost of the 

environmental damage inflicted upon others by the operation of 

the firm, namely to make the polluting firm pay. But the 

dimensions of these exte~nality generating activities in modern 

economy is so large~ the people affQcted by these activities 

are so many that those social costs arP intangible. For 

example, the three corporations Goodyear~ Volkswagen and Nestle 

are engaged in remorseless destruction of the Brazilian rain 

forests. But these corporations do not realise that in 

destr?ying the Brazilian forests they are infact penalisinq the 
"') 

12 Jeremy Rifkin, S.r:lt:..r_QJ..!)'..L ___ fl_tif?.~ I~Jorld Vi_e~- <New York: The 
Viking Press, 1982>, p. 6. ---------

~-------------------
13 A Kurtosynosis, 
p. :543. 

14 Herman E. Daly, op • c i t . , p • 1 64 • 
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' 
entirety of mankind. For these forests are a part of the 

tropical rain forests which produce the largest amount df 

terrestrial oxygen. The social ~ost generated by such activites 

is simply incalculable. So some economists like Oates and 

Baumal recommended predetermined and necessarily arbitrary a~d 
( 15) 

even sub-optimal norms of environmental quality, which then 

have to be enforced through suitable pollution taxes. 

The second approach of neoclassical economists was to treat the 
( 16> 

environment as a commodity~ for which,like any other commodity 

the consumer has to pay a price. Tt1is r3pproach v1as justified by 

applying the. theory of "opportunity ccists' to environment. 

Both these approaches are based on cert~in c~ucial 
( 17) 

namely: 

assupmtions, 

(1) Absolute faith in e:•fficacy of the mar-ket mechanism in ~olving 

all economic problems, including the environmental ones. 

<2> The capacity of the environment to withstand the streesses 

generated by human activities was considered unlimited. 

(3) PolluCtion was considered as a marginal and non-cumulative 
\o; 

phenomenon. 
"' 

15 William I. ~aumal and Wallace F Oates, "The Use of Standards 
and Pricec ffo~ the Protection of the Environment', in Peter Bohm 
and All en V.l<ause, eds, _th.~-EJ:..QJJ..QJJ!i.c!::--. __ ~;~f __ ErL'£.LCQf1.f!lf?._r:l.t. <London: 
Macmillan, 1971>, pp.54-55. 
--------------------
16 Biplab Oasgupta, _.Qp_. ____ ..~;;_Lt • , p. 386. 

17 _i~lq .,p. 386 
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<4> Such element& of the environment as air, water and 

landscapes were considered as free goods. 

The neo-classical framework for the analysis of environmental 

pollution has been criticised on several grounds. Some 

economists have criticised the assumption of the ne6-classical 

economists while others have pointed out that i t i s 

administratively and economically difficult if not altogether 

i mpc•ssi bl e, to either estimate the e>~ten.t of environmental damage 

or to specify the source of pollution or degradation with 

precision. 

Both these approaches grosslY underestimate the scale and 
( 1 8) 

complexity of the environmental problems. 

As for the first approach of making the polluting firm pay for 

the environmental damage,it is laden with defects and will not 

work due to the following reasons: 

<1> The impact of pollution and wasteful resource use over time 

is diffused in nature. The impact of pollution 

is felt over a long period of time, involving hundreds of years 

and hence the neo-classical economist"s time frame is inadequate 0 
( 19) 

to measure the impact of pollution. 

18 1.1"1. D. Little, cited in Bi pl ab Dasgupta, qp_'!___c;..:L:t •• , p. 386 
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(2()) 

(2) The diffused nature of the impact over space. 

<3> Again environmental damage in a particular place/object are 

the coglomeration of a number of pollutants. 

As for the second approach, its assumption that people are aware 

of the full en.vi ronmental implications of a particular 

industrial activity is unrealistic. Moreover the industrialists 
·' .~ . ..• .,. 

publish information which is false and lo'li thhol d what .is 
(21> 

relevant. And thus they successfully attentuate the 

importance of such externalities. Apart from this the access ito 

information is costly and its interpretation requires 

specialized knowldge, which acts as obstacle in truly assessing 

the implications of a particular industrial activity. 

II. STRUCTURALIST APPROACH 

The structuralist approach to the environmental problems was an 

outcome of the dissatisfaction with the GNP approach to 

development of the neo-classical economists. Till then almost 

C19> The desertifiction of Sahara of R~j~~than for example. 

C20> For example pollutants like DDT has been transmitted across 
the continent through the internationally traded qoorls. --------------------
( 21 > A. C. Pi gou, IIJ.~ __ F;_c;_q_IJ_Q_f!)_i,;_c:_cg_ __ Q.f.. __ li~Lf..~'=-.~ 
Macmillan,1960,p.185. 

1960~ London: 
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all economists held the view that economic health is a function 

of econ.omi c gro.,.Jth. They thus considered 
} 

the 
(22) 

ma:-:imization of 

the GNP as a panacea for alleconomic ills. Th~ c•pposi ti on to 

the GNP ;approach was both on qualitative and quantitative 

grounds. The economio:.t=. adopting the structu~·alist frame~>'Jork 

for the analysis of environmental problem raised some questions 

of fundamental importance. They pointed out that the 

neo-classical economist's assumption of close rel ati onshi p 

between social welfare and such indexes of economic growth as 

GNP is essentially fallacious. 

They argued that an increase in GNP does not necesarily imply an 

increase in economic welfare because it is possible that the 

rich may be getting richer while the poor may be getting poorer. 

It may also well happen that the increased output may be composed 

of capital goods, or,may be at the cost of a reduced output of 

consumer goods. Again, they emphasized not only to consider 

what is produced but al~o how it is produced. The expansion of 

real national output might have raised the social cost Creal 

pains and sacrifices> in the economy. 
I 

For instance, th~ 

increased output might have resulted from long hours and in the 

deteriorations of labour force. 

22. E. J • Mi SMI'\:' 
Penguine Books; 

!.t).@._~_Q_!~.:t;__Q:f.._~_t;_Q.IJ..Q!!!.i_.; __ ,G.r:_q~_t;}~l Har- mond swor t til: 
1969, p. 12. 
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Quantitatively they also pointed out that calculation of the GNP 

in~olves computational difficulties. in those countries where 

barter system is still prevalent and where rural hC•USehol d iS 

the unit of consumption 

Although the concept of the environment used by the 

structuralists included both the • physical and social 

environment•, the emphasis was rnore on latter and the former 

c:ame to the picture only when interacting with the latter. The 

major environemntal problems considered by this school were, 

conditions of housing, sickness, malnutrion, problem of drinking 

water and accumulation of garbage. 

III THE ECOLOGICAL APPROACH 

The approach of this school was similiar to that of the 
I 

structuralist and differed 
i 

only on the point that whereas tbe 

structuralist were primarily concerned with the soc: i ~1 

environment the ecologist•s 
<23) 

prime interest Wii\S 

on physical environemnt. 
i 

T~e ecologists pointed out that the 

capacity of our planet earth to absorb waste is limited and hence 

the imperative for the survival of mankind 
0 

is to see that 

accumulation of wastes does not exceed nature•s ability to 

23 Biplab Dasgupta.op. cit.~ p. 384 .. -- ----
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purify. The primary concern of this qroup was with two major 

types of environmental degradations. Fir~1 pollution caused by 

the industrial activities and by the enerqv-intensive life style 

of the hyper-industrialised societv. The second concern was the 

rapid exhaustion of natural resources part~cularlv of the 

non-renewable ones like oil. TtH? second concern was dram~ti sed 

by the report of the stud':/ sponsored bv the "Club of Rome". The 

'Club of Rome• raised the fundamental quGstion of 'The Limits to 

Growth •. For i nsta.nce, this studv affirmed that a number of 

e:"ponentially growing variables namely po0ulation and 

production in particular would hit their respective ceiling and 
(24) 

then collapse, sometimes during the next century. 
• 

Professor 

Kenneth E. Boulding also raised the question of limjts to 

growth in his essa.ys:"The Economics of the coming spaceship 
(25) 

Earth". He points out that our earth is just like a 

spaceship which has no chance of returning,to its base and hence 

is without unlimited reservoirs of anything either for 

extraction or pollution.This then implies that there are upper 

limits to the supply of food and energy that the spaceship earth 

can provide and limits also to the amount of pollution that can 

be absorbed by its environment. Thus it seems obvious that the 

matteri'al growth that brings us towards these limits can not 

24. Oosell H. Meadows. Q~~-~1! ·~P· 126 

25 Kenneth E.Boulding, 'Economics of the Space Ship Earth' ,in 
Herman E Daily, Ed, Jg~~r~s-~_B!~~9Y=§!~!§_g~QDQmY • 
San Fransisco: W.H.Freeman and co. 1973,p.121 
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continue indefinitely and the growth must stop. He goes on to 

argue that success therefore lies not in ma>:i mi si nq the 

throughput i.e. the GNP but in minimising it. 

Thus as against the structuralist who mainly sawOhe environment 

as an objective of development the ecologist viewed environment 

as a constraint on development. They thus sharply criticised 

the GNP-oriented life-style in the rich countries IIJhi ch 

according to them was the prime cause of environmental 

degradation and rapid exhaustion of terrestrial 
(26) 

raised the slogan of 'Abandon Affluence". 

resources and 

The solution some of the pragonist of this approach suggested 

was to switc:h over to zero economic: growth <ZEG> and zero 
(27) 

population Growth < ZPG>. It was however not made c:lear 

how the arrangements of a switc:hover to ZEG and ZPG is to be 

brought about and and also as to how this arrangement would 

ensure survival. For given the essential c:ounte~-ec:ologic:al 

nature of modern industry, even a 

would fai 1 to 

26 F.E.Trainer, 
1985 p.18. 

be 

-------------------

(28) 
viable. 

27 Herman E. Daly, .P.Q~ __ f:.!.j; , p. 158·-62 

non-gro ... Ji nq 

London: 

28 Nari ndar Singh, QQ..! ___ .;..:Lt. • , p. 34-35. 

economy 

Zed Booksp 
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The neo-classical economists criticised the ecological appro;;u:h 

on two grounds.Economists like W. Beckerman criticised it on 
' 

the ground that it underestimated the ability of a country w~th 

a high level of output and welfare and continuing growth of 
. ~9) 

income to pursue a vigorous policy of en vi r.qnment al control • 

But the flaw in Backerman•s position becomes clear, once we 

realise that whatever might conceivably be done to curb the side 

effects would fail to tackle the problem at its source. For th~ 

basic question is the deliberate release into the environment of 

even such final products as are known to be utterly toxic and 

bio-nondegradable. Moreover "perFectly lE·qitimate is Paul 

Baran'• caustic suggestion that the welfare contribution of 

homicide cannot be judged by the cod~ of behaviour established 

by a cannibalistic society itself. For the best which can be 

said in judgement of such behaviour is that it is consistent 
9 

with rules and regulations the members of this society have 
(3(>) 

themselves evolved". 

Another criticism was that the "Club of Rome" approach 

overstated the case regarding e>:haustion of thi(»er3rth's mineral 

res6urce potential of earth's crust by not recognising the 

technological possibilities of both discoverinq further reserves 
.s.. 

and recovering more from existing resource and of findings 
\ ·•'• f 

'\_·. 

29 W.Beckerman, cited in Biplab Dasqupta, QR..!!..._.t;..i..t • , p. 391. 

30 Narindar Singh, QQ.!!... __ c;..lt. • ,p. 29. 
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However, what the neoclassical economists forgot is that the 

exact timing of hitting the ceiling by the exponentially growing 

variables of population is not important. But what is important 

for the survival of mankind is not to underpstimatel 

(i) The enormous costs and delays involved in finding new 

reserves or in changing over to a ne~ooJ subst i tut£?; 

<ii) The unforseen environmental problems such alternatives may 

create. 

<iii> The limitation of technological innovation to compensate 

for irrational and wasteful uses. 

(iv) The fact that the terrestrial resouraces however large are 

essentially finite. 

Cv> The fact that the capacity of the biosphere to serve as a 

sink is essentially limited. 

The present work brings together the two major strands thiilt 

have been described above as the •ecological approach' and the 

31 H.Coal and others cited in Biplab Dasgupta, c;m_!..._~;.tt. , p. 391 
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'structuralist approach• to the crisis of ecology. The main 

flaw in the neoclassical approach is that, it is esentially 

reductionist in its approach. That is, it believes that 

effective understanding of a complex system can be achieved by 
. ,· 

examining its isol~ted parts. But the fact is tbat our econqmy 

is merely one aspect of the whole ecological and ~bcial fabric. 

And there is constant and two-way interaction between ~he 

economic- system and the eco-system. Hence the neo-classi~al 

approach of treating the economic system as separate and 

independent is contrary to the empirical facts of interdependence 

of the economy with the environment. ·rhis implies that the 

ecological factors can not be relegated to e:<ternal i ty in £\,y 

economic analysis but need to be incorporated into it. But the 

neo- classical analy~is fails to do the same. This is the 

reason why the traditional economic theories which are mainly 

the outcome of neo-cl assi ca.l school of thoughts have 

not been successful in solving the crisis of ecology. The 

neo-classical economic theories in the l'loYcls of 1<. l.oJi 11 i am l::app 
(32) 

have become" antiquated i 11-adapted and i r-r-p} evar>t" for 

the treatment of the prt?.sent pr·obl en,s. To quote Kapp; :"habits 

of thpught and theoretical framework have a t~ndency to spread 

and perpetuate themsel~8s far heyond thP point at which they 

tend to be ill-adapted and infact irrelevant for the tr;atment 

32 William Kapp, En·.·ir·oiHnental disn.•.ption and Socia] Costs: A 
c h a 11 eng e to Ec on omi c s:." , .f'..91l!.i.f~l--_g.f.Q.D..9.!!'~---Pf_~D.Y.!.9r.D..[I.§'.D.!:J. 
Er~~l~mB-.91-~~!b..99§: Papers presented at the symposium held at 
the Maison des Sciences del• Henne~ Paris, 5.8 May;1971 p.91 
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of new problems. Again theoretical systems can def~nd 

themselves by putting forth new assumptions and refinements, 

which redefine the scope of the analysis and tend to narrow ~he 
! 

addmissible evidence with a view to reinforcing the conclusiohs 

and to make empirical evidence to the contrary appears to be 

outside the analysis ••• I believe something of this sort 
(33) 

0 tias 

happened to economic theory during the last decade". 

The failure on the part of the economists to deal successfully 

.-lith the crisis of ecology inturn leads directly to "A crisis of 

Economics" or to limits to economics. Thus what is required is 

a new and more appropriate framework for the analysis of 

environmental problem. 

As against the narrow reductionist approach of the neo-classical 
0 

economists, the structuralist and ecological approaches 

recognise the interdependence between the eco-system and the 

economic system and adopt a 'holistic anaylsis' for treating the 

problems of environmental disruption and thus appear more 

apprapri ate and suitable than the neo--clas·~'.cal approach . 

. . . ....... . . . . . . . 

33 Lt2.l.c! , P. 91 
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Changes and, as their result~ progress occur in science, in two 
(1) 

fundamentally different ways • ch~nges occur when a hypothesis 

• is contradicted by the facts through the process of emp.rical 

testing. This then leads to the replacement of th•t hypothesis 

by a new and more realistic one. The other type of change 

occurs when the entire pattern of thought of the scientific 

community changes. Such"changes refer to the whole underlying 

structure of scientific process, the kind of questions 

considered to be relevant for a science, the qualif:i£ations to 

its answers, the body of methods and techniques for testing of 

theories, the commonly consented degree of rigour required when 

accepting or rejecting theories,the institut~nal setting in 

which the reseafchef operate, in short, the whole set of factors 
(2) I 

which Kuhn combines in the notion paradigm". 

Paradigms, however, 
i 

do not always exist at the conscious level. 

Moreover, they are not easily abandoned. To quote Herman 

E. Daily, "Just l as we are unconscious of the lenses in our own 

eye glasses until we have trouble seeing clearly, are 

unconscious of paradigms until the clarity of scientific thougtf\: 

becomes blurred by anomalies. Even under the stress of facts 

1. Kurt Defer, "Introduction: Toward<:, a New Paradiqm" in t<urt 
Oofer,Ed, ~-'.PD.P.mil;Jt_.i.o_.tb.!'_£~'.!.!:1..[.§' , London l"'acmi1lion.,1976 P.4. 
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(3) 

that do not seem to fit,paradigms are not easily abandoned." 

Paradigm Shift, however occurs when new problems arise with 

which the existing paradigm cannot deal 
(4) 

prob~ems are what Kuhn calls "anomalies" 

adequately. 

Kuhn's analysis of scientific change involves three 
(5) 

These 

ever 

rep~ating stages of scientific activity. A sc:ientifjc 
-: .. : 

discipline is in paradigm stage when it is characterised by the 

practice of normal science, which means that all resear~h 

I 

activities are carried on within the boundaries of a paradig~. 
I 

However, in an absolute sense, no paradigm is ever complete. If 

one were, normal science would simply not exist, as-all previous 
i 

problems would have been solved. Thus during the paradigm stage 

the practice of normal science results in continually 
0 

increasing/ sophistication of the~ prevailing paradigm~ while 
(6) 

also simultaneously creating the basis of its own destruction. 

For the increasing sophistication of the existing paradigm 

r~sults not only in the enhancement of its capacity to solve 

3. Herman E. Daily, in D~fer et .. a1., _Qf_._cj_i;: . ,p.4 

4. Kuhn 
edition 

!.~~-§_tr:_~c:_t~~-~£--~~_i_f?_r:rtl.£Lc: .Revol.ut_tqll , 
Chicago, 1970, p.18 

second 

5. L.E.Johnson,"Economic Paradigms: 
___ J.P.t.tr:n.ttl ... Qf __ .E.t:;.P.n.P.fTIJ .c::. _I &-J»t.,t£?5 • vol . 1 !"i. 

A Missing Di mmensi ons", 
no.4.DecembPr 1983,p.109B. 

6. A. w. Coats• 
in Economics?" 

"Is ther·e a str-uctlll~e of scientific revolutions 
Kyklos 22 Falls year 1969 p.24t 
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those problems that it was designed to solve, but also makes - . .. · 
increasingly clear those problems or anomalies that it is 

incapable of solving. Gradually thes8 anomalies become so clear 

and are considered so important that the professionals just 
• 

cannot afford to ignore them. Then, there occurs-a search for a 

new paradigm,which can adequately deal at least with the most 

crucial anomaly. This is characterised as the "crisis stage". 

These searches for a new paradigm lead to the emergence of 

competitive groups of thoughts, which characterise the third or 

pre-paradigmatic stage of scientific activity. Eventually, 

however, that paradigm among the available competing groups of 

paradigms is accepted, which promises the greatest degree of 

success in solving the anomalies. And the general acceptance of 

this alternative, based ultimately, on an act of faith in its 

potential results in a new paradigm. 

- ~ THE AR I STOTt:E:. AN SCHOLASTIC TRAD I ON -------------..:_-·------------------""1\--

A study of the hi stor.y .of sci enti fi c thought brings several ·~ 

paradigm shifts" to one's mind. Such paradigm shifts have in 

turn affected all disciplines of natLlr~l ~nd s "al sc·e ce d .,. .., oc 1 1 n s an , 
i 

actions of the professionals and the 

dominant world view and value system. 

Prior to 1~00 A.D. the dominant world view in Europe and most 
( 7) 

other civilisations was organic. The 6Cientific framework o~ 
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this organic world view was based on two authorities Aristotle 

and the Church. In-the classical Aristotelian tradition, write 

Dieter Groh and Rolf-Peter,"Nature was conceived of within the 

parameters of a natural-moral world system of a cosmology that 
< B> 

defined the qualitative uniform space." 

"Economic,"which at that time, was known as "Poliitical economy• 

had adopted the •organic' metaphor and was interwoven with a 

qualitative con~ept of nature. In the theory of social 
(9) 

r.el a~i on, material production < poi esi s and techne> played 

only a subordinate part. It belonged to the domain of ~he 
! 

household rather than to the domain of public life, 
I 

since it 

essentially and primarily satisfied the needs of the households. 

Thus up to the sixteenth century material production came ur'ider 
! 

the exclusive Jurisdiction of the family. Moreover, this 

function was delegated mostly to the slaves and the other~ise 

unfree. Those whose lives were fully engaged in material 

production did not even qualify as citizens. Needs defined in 

terms of independently constituted life goals determined the 

level of material production. Increasing the wealth and 

production were not the concerns of freeman. "The 

7. Fr it Jof Capra, ~:__c;_i_t. p. 37. 

8. Dieter Groh and Rolf-Peter SiefE.•rle, "E}:perience of Nature 
in Bourgeois Society and Economic Theory: Outline of an 
Interdi si pl i nary Research Pr oj ec t". _J_f2L.~r-.:_q_~l __ gf ____ !?£?_1;;_(_'!!.._8_~~~~--r;_t:t, 
vol. 47, nos. 1-3 <1980>, p.557 

9. Groh and Sieferle, 
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system-imperative was constituted by an ideal of the good and 

proper life and economic growth as an end in itself was 

impossible. Thus the producing and consuming individual was 
( 10) 

located within a qaulitatjve cycle of nature." Thus there 

existed a harmonious rel ati onshi p bE'tween man ('Jpnd nature and 

economic activities were subordinated to the authority of a 

definite way of life in this ideal typically outlined 

social theory up to the fifteenth r.:l:·ntury. 

The medieval outlook changed radically in the sixteenth and 

seventeenth centuries. "The notion of an organic 1 i vi ng and 

spiritual world was replaced by that of the world as a machine 

and the world machine became the dominant metaphor of the modern 
( 11) 

era." This replacement of the organic world view by a 

mechanistic world view, was brought about by the scientific 

revolution initiated by Nicolas Copernicus. Copernicus, in 

telling the "sun to stop· and the earth to go round", began a 

process which culminated later in a major paradigm shift. But 

the important pbint here i& that, while the replacement of the 

-------------------
11. Fritjof Capra, op. cit. p. 38. -----
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geo-centric by the heliocentric astronomy has received all 

attention, the concomitant replacement of the organic and 

holistic world-view by the mechanistic and reductionist one has 
( 12) 

suffered a major neglect. it was onlY later that men like 

Galilo, Descartes and Newton finally destroyed the organic world 

view and replaced it by one which treated the whol~ universe as 

but a machine, which subsequently became the dominant mataphor 

of modern era. Far from being challenged, an established 

scientism began to flourish in the form of a reductionism based 

on a newcmathod of inquiry, advocated forcefully by Francis 

Bacon and a new mathod of analytical reasoning conceived by the 

genius of Descartes. Thus ~holism' gave way to 'reductionsim• 

and compartmentalisation •. For a machine -any machine- could ~e 
•. J. + :.->~ 

reduced to its constituent parts while an organic whole could 

not be. 

It was Francis Bacon who laid the ground work for the machine 

paradigm. Becon saw the world with different eyes. He had a 
I 

different vision of nature. For he did not want to sit around 

contemplating nature. He wanted to find a methodology for 
0 

contrf:?llinQ it. Nature in his view,had to be"hounded in her 
( 13) 

~andering~','bound into service~and made a 'slave'. The 

•eaconian spirit'changed both the nature and the goal of 

12. Narindar Singh "Education and Peace". 0 Mi me .. graph ,_ 

13 Capra, QP-'!-._c;..:L't ., p 40 
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science. For science "''as no more per sued~ "for the glory of 

God'but was used to exploit nature for peersonal interests. 

Mechanistic reductionism was however carried out to its extreme 

limits by Rene Descartes with whom man himself became a machine. 
~ 

As far as he was concerned "there is nothing i nc:l uded in tt1e 

concept of body that belongs to mind,and nothing in the mind 
( 14) 

that belongs to the body". Thus Descartes considered that mind 

and matter are fundamentally separate and different. This 

implies that to him even the human body was a mati~ial structure 

and in no way different from a machine. This kind of division 

between mind and matter is known as the 'Cartesian Partition" . 
. e. 

·-.: 

The basis of all Cartesian philosophy is the belief that "All 

science is certain, evident knowledge". Cartesian certainty in 

turn is mathematical in its essential nature. Oescarte compared 

the universe with a mathematical structure and equated science 

with mathematics. For he said, the key to understanding the 

world, to deciphering its hidden secrets to controlling it for 
( 15) 

human purposes was to be found in one word: mathematics. He 

then built a complete and exa~t natural science and developed a 

new method of reasoning 'Descartes• method waa analytical. It 
( 16) 

consisted of the following four principles for arriving at 
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knowledge of things: 

<1> To accept nothing as true which was:.(· not clearly 

recognbizable as such; and to avoid p:rejudice in judgement; 

<ii> To divlde up each of these difficulties into as many .parts 

as possibles; 

<iii> To carry on the reflections, commencing with objects that 

were the most simple and easy to understand in order to rise 

little by 
M little, by degrees, to knowledge of the most cqplex; 

<iv> in all cases to make the enumerations so complete_ and 

reviews so general as to be certain of not having o~mitted 

anything. 

This analytical method of reasoning which has become an 

essential characteristic of modern scientific thought is at the 

root of all feats that appear to be scientific and technological 

progress~ 

.''./ 

But to quote Capra: "overemphasis on the Cartesian method has 

l&d to the fragmentation th•t is characteri$tic of both our 
! 

general thinking and academic disciplines, and to the widespr~ad 

16 Sailendranath Ghosh,~Modern Science vs Society•, 
June 1 987 , p • 13. 
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attitude of reductionism in science- the belief that all aspects 

of complex phenomena can be un~erstood by reducing them to their 
( 17) 

constituent part 11
• 

The point of it all is that the kind of _para~igm shift which 

Copernicus began and which, building on the work of Galilee, 

Descartes and others, Isaac Newton completed was revolutionary 

no doubt, but was also counter-revolutionary from at least one 
( 18) 

point of view. It was counter-revolutionary becau_ye it 

brought abou~ the replacement of life-pre~erving organic and 

holistic world-view by a life-disrupting, anti-ecological, 

mec~istic and reductionist dogma. 
1\ 

This mechanistic world view 

then became the basis of the paradigm that has dominated our 
,; 

culture and civilization for the past three 
c, 

hurf'ered years and 

" 
this in turn has provided a scientific sanction for the 

manipulation and exploitation of nature and of man. 

This mechanistic outlook was built into economics by its 

founders, who were mesmerised by the grandiose achievements of 

natural science, particularly Physics, operating within the 

domain of the Cartesian paradigm. And it is a great pity that 

embedded with a mechanistic outlook, the economic process can 

17. Capra, QP-LL-~~~. p. 44 

18. Narindar Singh,"Education and Peace" Mimeograph p.22 
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neither account for the existence of qualitative changes of the 

environment in to which it is anchored, for mechanics knows only 

. ' \.._.?" ( 19) 

locomotion and locomotion is both reversibl? and qualityless. 

This attitude in the science of economics resulted in 

progressive ~marginalisation of nature from economics. p,J though 

economists do speak occasionally of natur·al resources, but the 

fact is that in none of the numerous economic models that have 

been developed to date we can find a variable standing for 

natur~•s perennial contribution. Even Karl Marx"s diagrams do 

not include this colourless coordinate. 

To quote Georgescu-Roegen, "if we may use a topical slogan for a 

trenchant description of the situtation, both main streams of 

economic thought view the economic process as a •no deposit, no 
(20) 

return• affair in relation to nature". The tools of 

fragmentation and reductionism, the twin off-springs of the 

Cartesian method have been applied to economics to such an 

extent that economics has become blind to the fact that the 

economy is merely one aspect of the whole ecological and social 

fabric, a living'~ystem composed of human beings in contiriual 
; 

interaction with one another and with their natural resources 

19 Nicholaas Georgescu-Rogan, Iu~-~Qt~QR~-~~~-~Qq_tQ~--~~qQq~~~ 
P.r.Qs;;~Jtlt ,Harvard University Preas, London, 1981~ p. 1. · 

20 _J919 ., p. 2. 
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<21> 
most of which are in turn living organisms. The evil 

consequ~nces of what Ba~ · Commoner would have called taking a 
<22) 

•tubular view•, are the gradual detachment of economics from 

moral philosophy and value con~ideration. Moreover, this has 

led to excessive emphasis on quantification which-in turn gives 

economics the appearance of an exact science. 

However, this excessive preoccupation with quantification 

severely restricts the scope of economic analysis by excluding 

qualitative distinctions that 

understanding of the ecological~ 
(23) 

dimensions of economic activity. 

are essential for the 

social and psychological 

':) 

A brief study of the hi story of economics tt1ought and the 

development of the scinece of economics will help in pinpointing 

the limits to ecodnomic::s in the liqht of th~ environmental 

crisis. 

In the 'mer~antilist paradigm' of the period of Renaissance, 

wealth was synonymous with precious metals. Digging mines and 

favourable balance of international trade were the only source 

of wealth. The implication of this paradigm writes Herman 

21 Capra, QP-~L~Lt , p. 195 • 

• 22 For we can have only partial view of anything, 
· through a tube. 

if we see it 

23 For example energy is measure4.only in kilowatts, regardless 
of lt& origin and no distinction is made between renewable and 
non-renewable sources of energy. 
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E.Daly "was that the way to richness was to devote a nation~! 

manpower to digging up metal 
<24> 

that h~d no other use than-~s 

coinage". The merchantalists who laid the foundation of 

modern economi c:s were- strongly i nf 1 uencE·d by Dec,~ates and 
(25> 

Newton, built a paradigm that was diametrically 6pposite to 

the organic world view, the dominant metaphor of tha.t') time. 

The merc:anti~ist paradigm marked a distinct shift from the 

earli~r Aristotelian scholastic tradition and can be describCed 

as the first paradigmatic shift in the scinece of economics. 

The physi ocrats of the? mid-eighteenth 'centLu-y ~ance tried to 

explain economics in accordance with natural 1 a~ooJ and saw 

agriculture and mother earth as the source of all net value. 

They c:l aimed ·that only agriculture and 1 and a1~e truly productive 
'¥'-

of real wealth. Thus by promoting an early ecological view, 

they tried to shift the paradigm back to the organic world view. 

Adam Smith in 1776, by writing "An Enquiry into the Nature and 

Causes of the Wealth of Nations" inaugurated the period of 

classical pol i ti c:al economy. With the beginning of the 

Industrial Revolution, the ~lassical economists saw labour as 

the source of wealth and 'divalon of labour• and improvement in 

24 Herman E. Daly., _QQ~-~1! ., p. 3. 

2~ Capra writes that the merchantalist ideas were undoubtedly 
influenced by the concept of equilibrium in Newtonian mechanics. 
Capra, ~L--~~~ , p. 204. 
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the 'state of arts'as the source of productivity. More:over, 

Adam Smith advocated~the theme of laissez faire and immortalised 

it in the metaphor of the "Invisible Hand". Smith believed that 

an "Invisible h~nd", competition would control the economy and 

guide the individual self-interest of all entrepreneur~, 

producers and consumers for the harmonious betterment of all, 

equating 'betterment' with the production of material wealth. 
i 

However, the Smithian metapahor of •invisible hand" was nothiAg 

else then the application of the tool of reductionism to 

e-conomi c:s. Moreover, 
0 

the Smithian analysis gave a conceptual 

framework to economics which is ill-suited to account for the 

social and environmental costs generated by all economic 

activity. The •inivisible hand' guided the people to maximize 

their respective self-interst (i.e. profit), increasingly at 

public cost and in the deterioration of the environement and of 

the general quality of life. 

Smith also propounded his famour theory of the 'division of 

1 abour • as the basic means of increasing production. And for 

international trade, he developed the famous doctrine of 
:-;> 

'ab&olute ·advantaqF.···. which says that each nation should 

specialise in the production of only those goods in which jt has 

an ab&ol ute advantage vis-a-vis other· countr-i e;;. The 

consequences of this were an international division of labour 

and free trade. "Th i s mode·l oF i nter-nati ona.t.. Fri?E.' tr-ade", 

writes Capra, "st i 11 und{- 1 i nes much of i:oday' s thinking on thE" 
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global e~onomy and is now producing its own set of social and 
(26) 

environmental costs". 

ADAM SMITH AND NATURE 

The word •value'according to Smith has two meanin9s. sometimes 

it expr~sses the utility of some particular 6bject~ and 

~ometimes the power of purchasing oth~~ goods which the 

possession of that object conveys. The First one may be called 

'value in use', the other 'value in exchange•. 

THE WATER DIAMOND PARADOX 

Adam Smith's 'Water-Damond' p~radox is a classical example of 
(27) 

the fallacy of the exchange value calculations. "The things 

that have greatest value in use have frequently little or no 

value in exchange. On the contrary~ those'~hich have the 

greatest value in exchange have frequently no value in use". 
(28) 

This is expressed as the "Water-Diamond" paradm: 
·'*· 

A diamond has very little use value as compared to water but i~ 

commands an astronomical value while water has very 

------------~-------
26 J.bi.11· p. 209. 

27 Hans I mmt er, "How Ad am Smi t h Val ued Nature" Q.~Y.t~),_QQffi!EJJ..t..t.!2.~~d..~ 
_gf_,~;.bs.D.9§ ,1986, 3, p. 45-49 

28 smith cited in John R. Institutional Economics-Its ----------------------
1 1 E ,Wisconsi~-~;;~s, Wisconsin.,P.173. 

P!~E~_!n_fP!!!_=~---=~~~~y 

Commas, 
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insignificant value or no value at all in a market. The fact 

that these elements of nature like air and water have very 

little value or no value at all, although they are so 

dr•matically important is not to be seen as a paradox concerning 

the proportion between use-value and exchange value but as a 

paradox concerning a very different thing. This is_.explained as 

follows. 

According to the rationality of the exchange economy, only that 

portion of nature which can be converted into commoditi~s 

possesses value. But several extremely important elements and 

phenomena of nature, which because of their 
0 

peculiar 

characteristics cannot be converted into goods and hence command 

no value. Since they do not posses the power of purchasing 

other goods and thus are not exchangeable. The atmosphere, for 

example, is hardly likely to become private property, or the 

rays of sun cannot be owned or exchanged. These parts of nature 

are essentially boundless and thus elude division or 

measurement. Thus the seemingly paradoxical result of the 

•water-Diamond' paradox is not due to th~ insufficient value of 
-t~ 

such goods as air and water. But it is due to the fact~ it is 

almost impos~ible for such goods as water and air to assume a 

form to which value could be assigned. It if were possibfe to 

assign value io water and air~ that is. if it were possible to 

convert them to goods, they would have been probably more 

expensive than gold or diamond. This falacy in the theory of 
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(29) 
value has the following implications. 

According to the rationality of exchange value, 

nature which cannot be turned 

that part of 

into 'goods~ has 

no value and hence ~er value can -otbe d~stroyed. For how can 

one destroy the value of a thing which is devoid of any value? 

But although that part of nature which cannut be converted into 

goods, does not command any social value! they represent a 

physical production force and thus acquire economic relevance. 

On the other hand, it has no owner, no value, so it does not 

cost anything, it is always available and boundless or, n@one 

seems to be interested in its consumption and its destruction 

remains socially unnoticed. Thus the real paradox is that that 

part of nature which cannot be converted into commodities is 
(30) 

valueless yet exploitable. 

Thus, this calculation and criteria of e:<chanqe value 

determination, determine a behaviour tolo'Jards nature "Jh i ch due to 

complete lack of awareness of prospectiv~ dangers has started a 

process of destruction of physical wealth of nature. It is an 

irony that such a method has.been eulogized as technological 

progress·. Thua, it is no wonder when Hans Immter says: 

part of nature which is not convertible into commodities, 
( 31) 

"that 

seems 

to have no chance of survival". But this means a threat to 

29. Hans, Immter, ~~~lt p.15 

30 Hans Immter, op. cit., p. 49 
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our own existence also. 

THE RATIONAL ECONOMIC MAN <REM> 

Th~ creation of the rational economic man was yet_ a~other step 

in the pursuit of economics to adopt the mechanistic outlook. 
I 

Through this creation economics detached itself from any v~lue 

const-derati on. Then onwards "whenever the question of values 

0 was brought in, economists rejected the challenge and phased out 
(32) 

values as belonging to some other field of analysis". The 

phrase •other things remaining constant' was used as a cover up 

to eliminate all values from the economic man. 
e 

Whenver the 
" 

economic man gave preference to non-economic considerations and 

thus violated all economic laws, it was explained by the 

non-operation of the clause "all other things remaining 

constant". The economists made the rational economic man the 

veritable kingpin of modern economics. Although the REM never 

existed in real flesh and blood and is only an abstract, }'et it 

was at the root of all economic works. 

The r~tional economic man was always assumed to behave rationaly. 

And the economists laid down following .:n:i oms of 

31 Ibid. p.49 

32 MOlrk Lutz, 
Development: 

"Towards HLlmanistic Developme-n~ of Economics," 
_.?!l'!?B.E_.9.f_f.b~.!:'.9~ , 1986, 3, p. 79. 
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rationality. 

<1> His preference are transitive or mutually consistent. That 

is, if he prefers A to B and B To c~ he must prefer A to C. 

<2> The rational economic man is assumed to possess infinite 

ability t9 compare his preferences for different goods and 

services and would certainly choose the one which yield him the 

maximum utility. 

<3> His tastes and preferences do not change over time. 

The i mpl i cat i'on of these a}d oms is that the REM has a uti 1 i ty 

function. To this the classical economists added their 

philosophy that all economic: phenomenon are grounded in the 

~desire for wealth" and are governed by two general laws. The 

first i !5 that 11 a greater gain is preferred to a smaller 11 and 
v. 

the second is the porpensity to "obtain the greatest quanity of 
(33) 

... u?alth wtth least labour and self-·deniAl". From this they 

logically deduced that the REM will always act to maximize his 

utility function. In other words, economists assume a world of 

individual utility maximizers. This was a great attempt on the 

part of the economists to free economics from value 

consideration which are so important for the study of ecological 

33 John Stuart Mill, 
s, p. 623 •. 

~_.2'i.!§..t.~l!l._Q:f..J-: .. 12.1l.t.c; .. , New York, 1874, ed. 
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and psychological dim·ensions of an economic activity and hence 

was nothing short of equating man with machine, which is totally 

devoid of values. But man has not only tastes and preferen~es 

but also values which he holds dearly. Such values may include 

the realization of truth, justice and beauty. But economists 'bo 

not care about these values. More than hundred yea~s ago, the 

French economist Leon Warls observed: "From other points of 

view whether a drug is required by a doctor to cure a patient, 

or by a murderer to kill his family is a very serious matter, 

but from our point of view (economists>, it is totally 

irrelevant so far as we are concerned. The drug is useful in 

both the cases and may be even more so in the latter case than 
(34) 

in the former." 

GROWTH: THE HOLY GRAIL 

Our adherence to an economic system that has so many serious 

faults owes much to the dominance of 'neo-classicdl" economic 

theory. One of the issues most relevant to our discussion is 

the neo-classical 
(35) 

theorist's inrorrect assum~tion .. 
GNP is an acceptablP measure of national welfare. 

34" Cited in Mark Lutz", _QQ..! ____ c;:_tt: ., p. 80. 
----------------------
35 Here the term "GNP'is used interchangeably with 
income' or •national dividend'. 

that the 

But as. 

• national 
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Chri si ari Leipe!i't a German economist writes: "Tt1e 

contemporary practice of national inconre accounting, which 

focuses on the measurement of GNP~ ITH~·r-el y obs::.cur-es the: fact that 

current business practices ecologically 

counter-productive. (3~l 

The concept of· economic g1~ 01-1th genE?r ally used in business and 

politics was developed between 1930 and 1950 and is based on the 

'GNP'. The neo-classical economists operating within the 

C~rtesian framework failed to visualise the inter-depedence 

between economics and ecology and assumed the impact of economic 

activities on the envir-onment as marginal and insignificant. 

Thus, they went on to equate an increase in GNP with an increase 

in economic welfare. But the • eco---cri sis" has s.hown the 
' 

l. nadeqLtac d · 1 -f)e!S. f th t · t t · · Y an mean1ng ess~ o e quan ·1 a 1ve macro-economlc 

measures or indexes like GNP. And it is qood to see that as the 

'eco-crisis' looms periliously nearer~ 

economists have questioned the 

increasing number of 

meaningfulness and 
(37) 

usefulness of such quantitataive economic indexes. 

The belief that 'GNP' is corr~ct index of economic welfare is 

based on certain ~ssumptions~ namely 

(1) External effects of economic activites either positive or 

----------------------
36 Christian Leipert, "What GNP Does 
D§~~l9~IDgD~-~~~9~_pj_~b~D9~ , 1986, 3, p. 

not 
58. 

account for", 
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negative, are insignificant. 

(2) The condition of consumer's sovereignty obtains, and 

(3) Th~ failure tif reward ~ystem for whatever reason is 

i nsi gni f). cant. 

But the fact that these assumptions are unrealistic. Even in 

the ha.y days of competitive capitalism these assumption could 

not be justified. 

As far as the first assumption is concerned, all the economists 

are now convinced that the external effects of production 

processes can assume alarming proportions. The Bhopal Tragedy 

and the Chernobyl accidents are examples in the receni~ past 

which shows how significamt the external effects or what the 

•conomists call the external diseconomies can be. 

37 A number of economists have raised 
inadequacy of this macro-economic 
welfar~. For example see, 

their doubts about the 
measure as representing 

<2) Shigeto Tsuru, "In Place:· of GNP". t:=~Q.l_j_t_:U;;:_.aL __ f;;.t;_Q.flQJll't. __ q_f_ 
.S:.D;.Y!.!:.!?.D.!!I.!'.D~.A---Pr..c;o.b1.Jii'.IDS_..of_.ffif:'..t.b!?.9 papers presl?nted at the l"l.:d son 
des Science de LPHomme, Paris, 5·--8 July 1971, p. <71> 

(3) Kenneth Boulding, "The Economy of The Comming Spaceship 
Earth" Heeman E. Daly, ed, I.Q-h'~r.d.?_._~-~..t-P-.i\.Q_y __ ~_t~j,:_g _ _e:_~_9D.P!!.l.Y W. H. 
Free ma1and Company, Sanfrancisco, p. 421. 
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Moreover, the doctrine of consumer sovereiqnty, too~was only a 

complacent rationalisation by economists. In an address to 

mannfacturers~ John Ru!:.ki n perorated mot-e than one hundred yean:. 

ago: "You must remember al 1-'iays that business, acr, 

manufacturers, is to forirt the market as much .a_s to supply it .. , 
'=> 

But whatever happens. to yo.LI, this at least is c~rtain that the 

whole of your life will have-been spent in corrupting public: 

tastes and encouraging public extravagance. Every preference 

you have won by gaudiness must have been tlsed on the purchaser"s 

vanity, every demand you have ceated. by novel~' has fostered in 

the consumer a habit of discontent, and when you retir~ into 

inactive life, you may , as a subject of consolation from your 

declining years, reflect that orec:isely according to the extent 

of your past operations, )'OUt:- life has been successful in 

retarding the arts, furnishing the virtues, 
(38) 

manner of your country." 

and confusing the 

Arguing on a similar line Mishan has dubbed the noQti on of 

(39) 

consumer as. a myth. His argument 

runs on the following lines. Of the most common of the basic 

assumptions, one frequently invoked to vindicate economic growth 

is that any extension of the effective range of opportunities 

38 J. Ruskin, cited in Shiegeto Tsur·u, _C?.P-~-'=-lt • , p. 23. 
--------------------
39 E. J. Mishan., op .. ,cit. p. 147. 
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facing a p~rson l~ads to an incr~as~ in his welfare. 
(40) 

But this 

is not tru~ in a fr~~ mark~t ~conomy. In such an economy 

the consum~r is not able to sel~ct the range of al tern.:.>.ti ve 

opportunites that will face him in the market. H£? is forced to 

choose only from what the market offers him. With the advent of 

new kinds of goods the old ones:. ltsuall y di sapper from tt-.e 

mark~t. New wants are created by the industrialists and th~n 

through a systematic disinformation campaign <adv~rtising>~ the 

consum~rs are allured to buy the newly created goods which 

Cater the so-called new wants. Thus~ unless the wants of the 

consumer exists indep~dently of the products creat~d 

industrial conc~rns, it is not c•:wrr?r:t to <;pE:>.=d:: of the mar·l~et so 

acting, as to adapt the given resot.cr-c:rs etf ~:hr! ec:eonc:·m·~' to meet 

th~ material requirements of the s or:: i e t ~~ . So the producers 

det~r-mi n~ the ret.nge of market gocHJs e1n·d the consumers: have no 

alternative but to make their choice from these ranges of market 

goods which the producers offer. Thus, it is no 

Mishan writes:: "Tc:. continue to regard the- market 0-.s 

"To continue to regard the market in an afflucent and growing 

economy, CI.S prime~.rily .~ "l·iAnt--o:C~ti~f·~.-inq• n-.r·:!chanirm j~ to c:Jo~.£.? 

one's ~yes to the more importe~.nt 
( 41 ) 

• .,Jant-creati ng" mE·c::haroi r,;n .• II 

------------r-~-----

Fact thi:<t it has br~come a 

40. "Free marl~et economy 11 i ~- used to mean .?. nh:r- 1: et econom').' whe;~ e 
government's intervention is minimum .. 

41 E.J. Misha.n, op. cit . , p. 14 7 
-----
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For instance, the numerous electrical and electronic gadgets 

that have been introduced into the market i~ the recent years 

cater to these so-called new 0ants. Th8sP include electric 

toothbrushes, electric carving Lnives, coff2e making alarm 

clocks, pocket calculators the ~olour tlelnvision and a large 

number of novelties trinklers a.nd adc·rementE. .. Th~ fact however 

is that this artificial want creation can and has become a 
'~ 

recipe for ecological disaster. This becomes clear, if we t .::.ke 

the case of "glossy magazines" that an? mor£? or less sou. rt:e=- nf 

tri val entert.ainments. A glossy magazine requires 2.6 KWH of 

energy for its production, equivalent to about one-quarter of a 

litre of oiL Almost two million women's maqt~ines are sold 

each·week in Australia accounting for mi 1 1 i on oJ ttw 

energy equivalent of 2,995 barrels of oil each week. 

As for the third assumption, it may be enough to m.:d~e referenti:e 
a..\$0 

to the discrminating bias, due to inheritance! II'Jhich acts as a 
1\ 

spring-board to a select group of man, enabling them to capture 

a share of the national pie indepedent of their own effect. 

"Thus the assumptions on which the notion~ 'growth in GNP leads 

to an increase in 

fallacious. Moreover, 

economic welfare" is based are wrong and 
<43) 

as pointed out by Christian Leipert, 

42 F.E.Trainer, op. cit., p. 31 

43 Christi~n Leipert, PE~_El~ P• 58 
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the concept of economic growth and of the GNP which is used to 

measure growth are inadequate in at least three aspects. 

First, economic growth is measured in terms of goods <GNP> or 

income <GNI> and does not take into account the effects of bdth 

on the environment. The economic , balance-sheet .shc•ws neither 

the depletion of the stocks of natural resources nor \fe 

destructive effects of pollutant and oates. Thus in the crisis 

of ecology, it is imperative that the mainstream macro-economic 

theory and business and nattonal income accounting practice 

should take into account these negative externalities. 

Second, economic growth is defined aE a mea~ure of "flo ... J of 

re:.ources" i.E·. the flow GNP, instead of· as a measure of stock 

of resources. Per capita consumption oF energy and of 

raw-materials are used as an indicator of economic deverlopment 

and soc i ,:~.1 welfare or of ~ndernization in international 

comparisons. Thi: cl E·ar·l y points DLlt ho"'J actors in comfflerci al 

and econcomic· development ar-e obi ivious of the effects of 

exponential growth of flows-such as consumptions, producticn and 

industrial on sto~k~ such as nature and people. 

According to Leipert~ "they over .. looked '.he fi::'c:t that the flows 

themselves ultimately depend on the continu0~ maintenance of 
( 44> 

these r~sources." 

44 Cht·istian Leipert, P.P .. ~. cit p. 58 
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Third, the conventional concept of economic growth is 

indiscriminating. For it does not discrminiate between costs 

and benefits. It includes ~s benefits those expenditures which 

ar-e incur-r-ed solely to protect oursel-.·E~s from the unwanted side 

effects of production. This according to Herman E. Daly is 

nothing but hypergrowthmania. To quote him: 

') 

"There is no statistical tool that attempts at measure the c:ost 

of GNP. This is growthmania~ liter-ally not including the costs. 

But the situation is even worse. We take the real costs of 

increasing GNP measured by the defensive expenditure incurred to 

protect ourselves from the uni-Janted side affects .. ·c•f production~ 
~-"'""' 

and add these expenditures to GNP rather than substract them. 
(45) 

We count real costs as benefits. This is hypergrolfJthmania". 

Any work on economics will be incomplete w:ith out a rEtference to 

Marx. Mar-x, it is important to point out her-e~ had acknowledge 

the impor-tant role of natur-e in the economic processes. 

However, he had not st~ongly emphasized the ecological concern. 

This was becauLe in his time. r-esources wer-e abundant and 

pollution as a problem had not assumed alar-ming propor-tions. 

The central problem ~t that time was the exploitation of 

labourer by the capitalists. However this is not to say that he 

4:5 Herman E. Daly, cited in Chir-stian Leiper-t, _Q.Q.! __ ~;.~t. • , p.65 
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was not aware of the ecological implications of capitalist 

economies, as can be seen in many of his statements. To quote 

one example, "All progress in capitalist agri cul •.t .ure is 

progaress in the art, not only of robbing the labourer but of 
(46) 

robbiong the soil". Thus Marx view of the role of nature in 

·the process of production was part of his organic perception of 

reality, which stemmed from his awareness of society and nature 

as a organic whole. 

But it is also important to point out that it is nothing but 

industriali~ation per see that Marxism, entirely like liberalism 
(47) 

has identified progaress with. But just like liberalism 

again, it has never been concerned with the precise content of 

industrilization, which as is becoming even more clear now, 

could well be extremely toxic and as unquestionable. Besides 

one of the axiom of Marxism is that, in due course the whole 

world would get indu~trialised in the fullest sense of the term. 

/ 
Indeed a major claim that is made on behalf of what Marxism 

conceives to be socialism is that it would expedite the process 

of worldwide industrialization and thus undo the unequal 
(48) 

development that has been brought ~bout by capitalism. 

Thus, Marxism, in the ultim~te analysis had its root in the 

46 Karl Marx, cited in Capra~ _f?_p~_._c;,tt • , p. 217. 

47 Narinder singh, "Paradigm Lost" !?1§:'!1!•='-~r:'- ,l"l.::wch 1984, no.295, 
p. :5. 

48. ,_.!11.!.9 
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Cartesian mechanistic view of world. 

The Great Depression of the 1930's showed the weakness of the 

earlier economic theories to deal with a major economic problem 

of global dimesion. John Maynard Keynes observing the problems 

of 1930's prescribed pump-priming as the instrument for fighting 

the evils of depression. But Keynes primary concern was the 

short-run rather than the long-run for .he wrote: "In the 

1 ong-run we are all dead". Again he was less concerned that 

resources be optimally allocated in some refined sense than they 

should not lie unused. Hence he advocated, "dig holes and fill 

them up to fight the evils of depre:.sion. Ho ... ~ever~ l<eyp.ys, as 

one is temped to argue. ignored the real cause of the disease 

and choosed to focus on mere svmptoms-the defficiency of 

aggregate demand. But the expedient of additional public 

spending literally on anything that seemed to be so natural to 

suggest itself to him, could only cause far more-~roblems in the 
<49) 

long run by depleting resources on its own. The Kenesi an 
1\ 

philosophy ~hus becomes clear i.e. consumers must not only keep 

increasing their spending~ but also do so predictably for the 

system to work. This teaching of Keynes had scant regard for 

the organic nature. 

49 Nari ndar Singh, E;_c;__g.J:l.Qf!!.t.l;.!§ ___ 811t:1 .. _TJl~_l;c_!_!§:t.~-q_f_ __ ~~QilQI!!.'t_ , Del hi, 
Oxford University Press, 1978.,p. 3. 
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In the late 1940's a neo-classical-Keynesian synthesis was 

proclaimed which was nothing else but some sort of grafting of 

the Keynesian tools in the neo-classical model. Ho.,Jever the 

neo-classical-Keynesian synthesis retained the neo-classical 

phi 1 osophy of "ever increasing grc•..,Jth of GNP a~. ~10 pt3.nacea for· 

all ills". Thus the neo-classical-Keynesian sysnthesis 

established the growth paradigm upon which st2nd the models and 

policies of our current political economy. And henceforward~ 

GNP-Gross National Product-became the summum bonum to ~e 

maximised. However, it is needless to point out that this 

growth paradigm is menifestly anti-ecological and is behind the 

twin problem of rapid decline of terrestrial resources and 

environmental degradation. 

Thus all the models, theories that have come up in economics due 

to these above paradigm shifts in econmics have their roots in 

the Cartesian Paradigm. And it is no wonder that they have 

failed to deal with the environmental crisis. These theories, 

tools and equipments, in fact the 'Old P~radigm• itself was 

misleading 
- Mifl. 

from the beging. 
1\ 

The sooner the professionals 

ra~lise the uselessness of the old Paradigm and make a search 

for an 'alternative paradigm' which will be able to deal 

succe5sfully with the most important of the present anomalies 

namell!jf: the crisis of ecology, the better it will be for the 

mankind. . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . 
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CHAPTER III 

THE DIMENSIONS OF THE CRISIS 

The world has undergone rapid metamorphosis during the last few 

decades under the impact of the scientific and technological 

revolution. The spectacular achievements of mankind have 

illuminated all the corners of the world.But in this bright light 

mankind has for the first time seen a strinq of strange 
I 

spectres-shortages of energy and materials, food and polllu~ion 

of different kinds. Two major reports of the past namely ' The 

<UNEP> have warned the world against the 

worsening condition of the environ;·~ ment. To quote from the 

If the present trend continues, the world in 

2000 wi 11 be more crowded, more po1Jluted~ less stablE' 

ecologically and more vulner~hle to d!eruption than the world we 

1 i ve in no~o-1. Ser·ious stress£:':: invol ,·:it:t; pc~;,:n.tlat.ion, r esour· c E'S 

( 1 ) 
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Thus the chaotic and ahort-aighted exploitation of nature haa 
'\. ;~;~~·-.:.~. ,., . : 

produced a set of conflict situations in the utilization of 
·_;.-: 

nature. In fact, ls the chaotic and short-sighted 
- i 

exploitation of nature 
I 
i 

that has led to the intensification of 
' I 
! 

the crisis of ecology. People are becoming in~reasingly awar~ 

that our planet earth tannot for long withstand ~11 the strains 

of a remorseless destruction of exhaustible resources and I an 

unnecessay interference with the self-sustaining eco-cycles. 

Thus, the twin problems of 'The limits to Growth and 'T~ 

Environmental Crises• have become frightfully real and are of 

top most concern for the present civilization. It is however 

important to point out that the twin problems of 'The Limits of 

Growth' and • The Environmental Crises' are not separate both 

stemming from the same caa..v:se namely the pursuit of abundance 

or the obsession with growth. Let us first study 'The Limits to 

Growth'problem. 

'The Limits to Growth' 

0 
Not long ago, a group of researchers at the Massachusetts 

(2) 

Institute of Technology warned the whole world that 

•pprox~mately •nether hundred years of exponential qrowth at the 

.------~----------------
1. Council on Environmental Quality and US Department of State , 
Ib•--tUg.Q.@! __ ~.Q.Q.Q _ _8gggr:.t ___ !;g __ .ttHL_f_r.:g.§_!~gn_!:_;_ ______ .ij;,n .!:!!!:.!..!:!.9 ___ ,!!)~ 
I.h'§D.t~fir::Ji.t_.C§D.tY.Ct , vel . 1, Summary Report <Wa~i ngton, D. c.: 
US G~ernment Printing Office, 1980) , p.l. 

2 Donnel a H Meadows, and others/ !t!~ __ i::!_'!).lt~.-g_f._12_r::_e_~th New York; 
Univerae Books <1972> p. 192. 

"'" 
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present rates of production~ pollution r.\nd population will 

probably result in a 1 i mit to economic growth and then a 
11' 

sudden invisible decline. Let us see what are the reasons to 

believe that a real case for •The Li lTd ts to Growth exists. In 

the first place comes the shortages of the basic resources whi-ch 

mankind needs to support its normal life and a~tivities. And 

the basic question becomes: for how many more years can mankind 

continue its traditional practice of using irreplaceable 

resources at exponentially growing rates? On the basis of their 

calculations scientists have established that mankind is assured 

of the basic r~sources for instance, for the following periods: 

aluminium for 354 years, copper for 62 years, iron for 290 

years, lead for 41 years, tin for 43 years, and nickel for 69 
(3)' 

, years.. These statistics point out to the fact that mankind wi 11 

. have exhausted the stock of almost all metals by the year 2500 

A •. o. Again coming,t~·t'6":· coal and oi 1 
i 

the two most importa~t 

sources of energy , .. scientists have pointed out that they have a 

(4) 
-... : 

time of only 143 an~ 32 years respectively. These estimates ar.·e 

based on the assumption that the present use rates of all the$e 

resources remain constant. But if we take account of the fadt 

that the use rates of these resources are not constant but are 
-,·• 

growing exponentially than the ~Limits to Growth' probl&tn 

becomes all the more imminent. Some technical fix optimists 

3 F. E. Trainer, _QQ.~.. __ ~;.lt. . , pp. 56-57. 

4 • .!.!2.U!.. • p • ~ 7 
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however point out that, there is no reason to worry because 
\ 

advancement in acience and techonology will permit the solution 

of these problems without great inconvenience. But the basic 

thing that these technical optimists forget is that 

"technological hybris and over-reaching are bu~ two sides of the 

same coin and both 
(5) 

have long been ·associated with 

self-destruction". The Greek legend of Icarus, for instance 

wa5 intended to make;precisely this point. Daedalus, Icarus~:~ 
·:~> ,, ~ -<~~:~~~~-~:;·;i: ~ ; 

father and a highfy~illed craftsman, made wings for them both 
.)3/.'·':'(""'" 

so that they cou!d escape.from the labyrinth of 

the wings were attached to their bodies by wax; 

Cretes. But 
I 

and wi thdut 

paying any heed to his father"s advice to the contrary, Icar:us 
' 

flew higher and higher and got too close to the Sun. "The • wa.x • 

in the i.egend suggests that technology particularly if 

happens to be very daring, must have some crucial weakness or 
c 

other. Evidently, the destruction of Icarus can be explained in 

terms of ·his refusal to recognize the inherent 1 i mi ts of 
(6) 

technology. 

Moreover, in recent years, evidence has bequn to accumulate 

indicating that technical proqress in some areas~ particularly 

in ag~iculture is faltering badly. For example, the absolute 

yields of some major US ~nd world crops have reached a plateau 

and have not riseh siqnificanStly Eince 1970. And there has 

3 Narindar Singh, "Education and Peace•, mimeograph.~s 

6. p. ,3 l.~tc! . • p. 5-6 
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(7) 

been a fall in world grain yield in 1970s. Moreover, the 

increa&e in agricultural output achieved in the p~t, has often 

been ~reduced by even bigger increase in inputs. For example an 

eleven per cent increase in agriculture production in the United 
·i! 

State& between 1949 and 1968 was achieved with a.six hundred and 

fo;ty-eight per cent increase in the use of nitroq~~ fertilize~. 

Likewi&e Britain•s thirty-five per cent increase in agricultural 

production was achieved with a eight hundred per cent increase 
(8) 

in nitrogen fertiliser consumption. Limits to technology 

becomes all the more clear from the fact that percentage of 
: ~?p . 

crops. ·lost ~·fopes.ts in the period 1947-1974 doubled despite a 
..;: .·. ·, . 

ten-fol~ increase.in pesticide application. 

Another reason for the belief that a real case for limits to 

growth exists can be found in the close relationship between 

growth and pollution. Let us study the relationship betwe~n 

economic growth and pollution of the environment. 

,._-_;. 

.B.E:.L..e.!Jt,Jhi.SJ:UE_J;l,E:Jti.E:E.t:Ji;;'.GB.D!!,IltCl:'NJLEQJ:..b!:.JJJ.Q~; 

_g __ ~.DDJEJ,E:P_B~9JD~!~-~DPgk 

7 Brown cited JF.E. Trainer, op. cit., p. 210 
... -~- ---

8 Ibid p. 210 
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One way of approaching the relationship between growth and 

pollution involves the use of a modified Rostow's model such as 

the one depicted in the figure given below. 

y 
r 
j MODIFI£0 ROSTOW's M008L 

0 
'1l 

"1:> 
0 

r 
r 
c: 
-! --
0 
.2: . ~~TO 

___ -----------~------------ _ ' MATUF;'ITY 
, TAl<f. OFF' 

1\DlTIO.' iA-L II 

,_5;-0C IE: rY: .. 

AGrE OF 
H IGrH 
I'-1A!S 

C..ONSUMf'Tf
ON 

·~----- .. -~-J ______________ . -'------------ ---~------------'----

X 

9 Savage and others, _F;:_~;_qr:to.Jnj_c;;:_!?_ ___ Q_f___ ___ E;_I}_yj..::_o_llf1lf?JJ.t?.L.J_m....Q.J:..QY-~1D-~Jlt, 
Boston 1 Houghton Mifflins Company; 1974, p.211.s 
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The model suggests a simple, direct and close relationship 

between growth and pollution. Thus the growth of an economy 

from •traditional~ to ~take off" and so on has been accompanied 

by higher stages of pollution. 

Prior to the industrial revolution~ agriculture was the main 

\4 source of ltvehood for most of the people. Agriculture practice 
" 

w~s the main economic activity. the peasant engaged 

in traditional agriculture production was relat~vely speaking a 

non-polluter. Most of the inputs, such as seed, organic manure 

as well as the outputs were naturally biodegradable and were 

recycled. 

As against this in the present hyper-industrialised· society, 

mankind is engaged in such economic activities as are not only 

consuming large quantities of all limited resources but are also 

creating-pollution of various types • 

. Thus. the simple, direct and close relationship suggested by the 
I 

above given Rostow'a Model in fact points out to the 

fact that there e~ists limits to Growth. Thus we cannot simply 
I 

go on the perauit of an ever increasing GNP, for the simp~e 
I 

reason that the consequential envoirnmental stresses generat~d 
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by an ever increasing GNP will become intolerable and will 

certainly spell doom for all, Thus 'pollution' will act as a 

check on our pursuit of an ever increasing GNP, even if we do 

not run short of basic resourses. 

THE PRICE OF POLLUTION 

According to American biologists P.R. Eh'"':,r 1 i ch and A. H. Ehr 1 i ch ..... 

most mothers milk in the United States contains so much DDT that 

it would be 

commerce 
( 10) 

milk. 

. declared 

if it 

This single 

i 11 egal in interstate 

were sold as cows 
i 

sentence points to the fact that ~he 

problem of pollution has assumed alarming dimensions. A brief 

study of different types of pollutions and their consequences 
I 

will help us to realise the seriousness of the problem of 

pollution. 

I 

AIR POLLUTION 

10 K.William Kapp, "Environmental Disruption and Social Costs: 
A Challenge to Economics'', in, Politic.-•1 r::conomy of Env'ironmeni:: 
~opl_em~ ~f _M~Il.~~' Papers presented at- d)£,- symposium- held at 
Maison des Science de L'Home, Pr.=~t·-is, 5. 8 ,July 1971~ p.94. 
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Perhaps the most urgent worries centr-e on the problem of air-

pollution. An estimate of the extent of the pollution..-:.>of air 

can be had, if we cast a glanc:P. at some of the statistics. 

According to one estimete~ each year we are throwing up into the 

atmosphere over 200 million tons o~ carbon mono-oxide, over 50 

million tons of various carbons, about 146 mlllion tons of 

sulpher dioxide, 
( 11> 

53 million tons of nitrie oxides and so 

forth. And coming to the US alone it is estimaed that each 

person produces more than 500 Pounds 

of air pollutants per year and that industry produces 

1j2 million tonnes of smoke and fumes which accounts for alm6st 
( 12) 

50 per cent of world•s industrial pollution. 

CLIMATIC EFFECTS 

It is alarming to discover that the concentration of carbon 

dioxide in the atmosphere has risen by 10-12 per cent during the 
( 13) 

last fifty y&ars. Although there is a controversy 

regarding the precise nature in which this will effect the 

biosphere, most of the scientists converge on the opinion that 

11 I.Laptev, "The World of Man in the world of Nature, Moscow, 
Progress Publishers;---- r9~9-p. r7----- ----
---------------~-~~~--\ 
12 Colliera•s Encyclopa&dia, 
Company, P.F. Colliers, Inc. 

New York: Macmillan 
New York, vol.9, p. 

13 I. Laptev, op. cit., p. 17. ------

Educational 
258 
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this will have pernicious effects on the bio-sphere. Carbon 

dioxide in the upper atmosphere is relatively transparent to 

incoming sunlight but not to heat radiated outward from earth. 

The consequence is that there is a tendency for heat to be 

trapped in the earth~s atmosphere.This is the sinister spectre of 

( 14) 
the hot-house effects. which scientists fairly often refer to. 

There is scientific evidence to the effect that our planet earth 

experienced something of this sort during the period 1880 to 

1940. In this period the annual mean temperature of earth rose 

by around· 0.7° C which caused the glacier to retreat and the 

North Polar ice cap to thin. As a result, the whole arctic tree 
( 15> 

limits and moose population shifted northward • It is 

important to poinr out here that an increase in annual mean 

temperature of earth by 4 to s'c would be enough to melt the 
i 

polar ice caps and raise ocean 1 eve! s by 300 feet, so th~t 
' I 
i 

entire continents could be submerged under water. However i.n 

the 1940~s the cooling trend set in. Scientists have pointe'd 

out that this is the effect of accumulation of solid 
! 

suspended 

particles, smoke particles, nitrates etc. in the atmosphere. 

These suspended particles have created a screen for sol~-

14 Also known as the Green House Effect,because carbon dioxide 
in the atmosphere functions like a qlass in ~green house. 
While letting solar radiation throuqh, it does not let the 
infra-red radiation go back into space. 

1~ Collier•s Encyclopaedia, 
Conmp~•Y P.F Colliers, ibc. 

New York: Macmillan 
London New York, vol. 9. 

Education 
p. 258. 
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radiation. It ha6 been pointed out by scienti~ts that if such 

light reducing pollutants continue to increase at their present 

rates, then earth's mean temperature would decline by 4 to 5 
( 16) 0 

degree C. by the year 2030~ lo'Jh i c h wi 11 produce a cooling 

down and even an icing up with Catftrophic consequences for all 
" 

the species.on the earth. 

ACID RAIN 

'Acid Rain' has become increasingly a serious problem. The 

factories using fossil fuels and the power plants emit pollutant 

fumes which contain such gases as nitrogen oxide, sulphur 

dioxide and sulphur trioxide, which react with atmospheric 

moisture to form nitric acid and sulphuric acid. These then 

return to earth as acid rain, the effects of which on plant and 

animal life can be devastating. The US National Academy of 

Sciences in one report cites specific studies in Sweden and 

northern New England that correlate reduction in forest growth 
( 17) 

with acid rains levels. The acid rain also pollutes lakes 

and streams, r.es.ul ti ng in the death of fish and t~e 

contamination of drinking water. A 1976 Cornell Uni versi ~Y 

survey of 217 lakes in Adirondac Mountains of New York Sta~e 
I 
! ----------------------

16 I b 1 d • , p • 258. 

17. National Ac~demy of Sciences, Mineral Resources ahd 
Environment, Washington, 0. C., 1975 in Lester· R. Brown, Th~ Tw~J._y 
tf! nj:t!_ Q_a_y <USA, 1978>, p. 44. i 
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shOwed 51 per cent of these lakes to be highly acidic •. A 

generation ago virtually all were alive with fish, 
( 18) 

but the 

survey showed 90 per cent are now barren. The acid rain is 

also found to harm crops and reduce the fertility of the soil. 

II 

POLLUTION OF THE HYDROSPHERE 

Enormous quantities of various substances formed as side effetts 

and waste products of human activities are dumped into the 

hydrosphere. These wastes that enter the hydrosphere cont&in 

noxious substances such as lead, cadmium~ cynides~ mercury ~nd 
I 

scores of other new substances invented by men and never foJnd 

in nature. These substances accumulate in seaweed, in plankton 

and in fish and ultimately return to man like an evil boomera.fg. 

The result of the pollution of the hydrosphere are the large 
I 

scale death of fish and other aquatic life forces. 

in 1955 the lake Erie produced 75 million of fish but by 1968 

the fi~hery was gone poisoned by sewage and nitrates from 

commercial fertilizers. Instances of human deaths are also not 

rare. For example, in the late fifties several hundred people 

living in a small fishinq villaqe in Minamia Bay were taken ill~ 

due to m'eth'tl mercury poisoning out of ~·Jhi ch mor-e than one 

18 Lester R. Brown, op. cit., - .---~--
p. 43. 
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( 19) 
hundred died. The world also witnessed the 'itai-itai' 

sickness resulting fro~ cadmium-p~lluted water which killed half 

of those sticken~ b~ it. The gravity of the situation can be 

realised if we cast0 a glance at the statistics of mammals and 

wildlife extinction given in the "The Rerl Book". It states that 

36 species of mammals and 94 species of birds had irretrievably 
(20) 

vanished from 1600 to 1970. Another maJor source; of 

pollution of the hydrosphere is ~oil'. Approximately a million 

tons of oil seep into the seas from freighters, tankers, and 

offshore drilling rigs each year. For instance, shortly before 

the Christmas of 1976, the oil tanker Argo Merchant ran aground 

forty-three kilometers of the co¥ of Nantucket and forty-eight 

kilometers from Georges Bank~ one of the world~» richest fishing 
(21> 

areas. Since oil floats in the water surface of the sea, 

it interferes with the flow of light and oxygen in the sea. 
(A..., 

Thus oil can render waters at least temporily un-inhabitable. 
1\ 

The •oil carpet' extending over thousands of square kilom.ters 
' 

inflicts damage on the 'Earth's lungs•. It reduces the cap~city 

of the ocean to absorb carbon dioxide and change the process of 

evaporation from the ocean surface. It also poisons the Pla~kton 

.and reduces th&' 

19 I. op. 

I 
I( 

product: i vi t.y of phyt:opl anton ph)'tosvnt: ht~§ili .._ 
1\ 

c:tl. ~ p. ________________ ...:;_;_":..~-
20. !b_i.Q p. 27 

I -----------------------
21 Lester R. Brown~ op.' c j_ t. ~ p. ....... 

.JL. 
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The oceans which over two-thirds of the earth•s surface 

~onstitute an integ~al party of humanity's lifesupport system,· 

supplying both oxygen and food. It is also the life-boat of 

numerous marine creatures. The long oceanic food chain, with; 
i 

microscopic plants at the bottom and choice table grade fish at! 

the top, supplies humanity with vitally needed· high quality! 

protein. Thus pollution of hydrosphere jeopardises ·human I 

nutrition as well as marine life. 

I I I 

THE PROBLEM OF WASTES 

The millions of industrial plants all over the world each day 

disgorge staggering amounts of waste. ·:he United States 

environmental protection agencies in 1980 stated that there were 

seven lakhs and fifty-thousand industrial plants in United 

States, producing about 57 million tonnes of dangerous waste 
(22) 

earth year. ·) 

The random dumping of these hazardous wastes and inadequate 

proviaion for their treatment has cr·eated a major· E>nvironmental 

problem. For example huge dumping of waste in '\ the · Love Canal 

22 Collier's Encyclopaedia, op. cit., p. 254. 
-~--
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area at Nigra Falls, New York h~s resulted in an increase in the 

incidence of cancers, miscarriages, birth defects, nerve damages 
(23) 

etc. This is only one instance of the hazards of random 

dumping of waste,but there are many more instances of the hazards 

of random dumping of toxic industrial byprodutts. And there 'is 

no doubt that this problem of random dumping of hazardous waste 

has assumed alarmin~ proportions. 

IV HAZARDS OF PETRO-CHEMISTRY 

One of the major reason for the intensification of the crisisiof 

ecology is the fantastic expansion of the petrochemical 

industry, since the second world war this e:-:pansion of pevo 

chemical industry. in Professor Barry Commoner~s phrase has an 
(24) 

extraordinarily intense degragative effect on the environment. 

Guided by the profit principle these new chemical industries 

introduced, not entirely in ignorance~ products which are both 

extremely toxic and bin-nondegradable. Detergents, fertilizers 

and iMsecticides are the particularly noxious cases. These 

substances being complet•~ly immurH? to r·.,::.~ymat:ic attack are 

inherently bio-nondegradable. just no organic 

substance 

23 I b 1 d • , p • 255 

is produc:ed in nat:u,.-·e unle::s thcr·e is pr-ovision also 
(25) 

24 Barry Commpner, f;cglogy .and Soci.al Action University of 
C•Jjju~~A.-, Press, Berr· kel ey • 1973 ~ p. :?·1. -- -- ... J 
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for enzyme capable of breakinq it down. Thus 'the 

bio-nondegradable substances gradually accumUlate and int~ude 

violently into the otherwise self-sustaining eco-cyclical 

process. This then is the precise way in which the biospherl is 

getting converted into a necrosphere a sphere of death by the 

staggering accumulations of products from the ch~mical industry. 

One such product is DDT. DDT of course put an end to the threat 

of malaria wherever it was used after the second world war and 

was instrumental in the rapid expansion of agriculture in the 

post world war period. But later on~ it was discovered that DDT 

generates a wide variety of harmful side effects which more than 

offset its beneficial effects. DDT i E- ~ bio7nondegradable 

chemical. In a study R.G. Nash and F.A.Woolson have shown that 

39 per cent of DDT 
<26> 

years later. 

mobility. It can 

applied- in a field 

In addition DDT 

leave tt1e site 

in Maryland was present 17 
') 

has the proper-ty of qr·eat 
I 

of application and be 

transported by air and water over great distances. Such is the 

mobility of DDT that, it is found in the milk of mu-sinq mother-s 

in America and even in the flesh of Pe·nquines.1 1 
It has been 

pointed out by certain researchers that DOT upsets the oxyqen 

balanc·a of the biospher-e?. Detected in all ocean waters it 

d~isables ~he tiny marine plants known as the qreen alqae. 

Sl,nce thesra greran alQae ,;,u··e known t:o prl•dttcP MS much .;;t,;; !iir:?ve,nty 

2~ Barry Commner, The Closing Circle,New York:Knoft 1971;p.44 

26 R.G. Nash and F.A. WoolliSon, quoted in Or·ie L. Loucks., "The 
Tri.al of DOT in Wi»consin", in ;John Har·ate oi\nd Rober··t H. 
Socolow, Patient Earth, ~New Yor·k,Holt 1974.~ p.96 
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per cent of atmospheric oxygen, DDT cert•inly upaeta the oxygen 

balance of the atmosphere. Moreover DDT when applied affects 

not only the target insect groups but a wide range of organi~ms. 

Thus use of DDT has been, in some instances followed by epid~mic 

outbreaks of an insect pest, through its effects on the natural 

enemies of that insect pest. The consequence is· an upset: of :the 
! 
! 

population relationship amonq species in whole ecosystems. 

One of the properties of DDT is its low solubility in water 

combined with a high solubility in lipids (fats>. The 

solubility of DDT in water is 2.2 parts per billion, where as it 

is more than million times more soluble in the lipids of plants 
<27> 

and animals. Living organisms therefore 'scrub' DDT from 

their environment and thus DDT accumulates in the fat of these 

organisms. This ·then is transportee! -~rom the preys to the 

predators. The result is thus a m.::<qni fir:c"\tion of DDT 

coricentration in the food chain of the eco-systems. Besides 

DDT, synthetic fert i l i zers hav£~ been found to seriously di. sn.tpt 

pre!:.~cisely those biotic pr-oct~sses whic::h impart to the s~il it.s 

basic fertility. This is the pr-ecise reason why 

productivity in ter-ms uf agr·icultur-dl otttput deScreases after 

they are used for eome times~ thuc:; nE'cessi tat i nq ttu~·i ,... use in 

ever larger- quantities. Thus the damaqe they impar-t to the 

fertility of the soil increas~s rPlentl~ssly. 

27. Orie L. LouckE, np r.::i t .. p.97 -----
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DEFORESTATION 

Forest vegetation with its accompanying soild organism, makes up 
') 

approximately 90 per cent of the Earth's total bomass on land. 

But it is a pity that man is engaged in a remorseless 

destruction of this asset ther8by causing a threat to the 

stability of the ecological sys~tem. Although deforestation is 

a universal phenomenon, the destruction of tropiG~l rain forests 

is of the greatest significance. Indeed many people now believe 

that ihe destruction of tropical forests is one of the greatest 
~ 

problems facing mankind in the present time. 

Tropical rainforests which in 1982 occupied nearly 12 million 

(11,610,350> square kilometers of the continuously warm high 

rainfall areas of the globe that lie between the Tropics of 

Cancer and Capricorn perform a number of functions for us. The 

most important function that the tropical forests perform is 

that 'they are the largest terrestrial net producers of oxygen. 

Considered as a •olar engine. they absorb more sunshine than 

any other living land cover. They thus ·help in moderating 

surface temperatures and in reducing heat reflection into the 

atmosphere. This forty metre or more thick th~ee-dimensional 
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carpet i& the living place of several million species of both 

plants and animals. They further conserve the rainy water and 
; 

I 

slowly release it to the atmoshphere as water vapour, "'Jhi ch 

later provides rain in other areas. They also protect the la~d 

from wind and water erosion and floods. The success c•F 

agriculture in the tropic~ depends to a larg~ extent on t~e 

maintenance of natural forests in the adjacent area~. 

But instead of conserving these tropical 
·. 

forests which are 

rendering irrepla~eable service, man is engaged in their 

destruction. Straight line projections give a date only 70 

years ahead <2057> for the final demise of this currently still 

vast, irreplaceable sector of our plar1Pt, unless we halt this 
(28) 

destruction. And it has been pointed out by scientists 

that no technology or enginerrinq could replace the functions 

that rain forests perform fo~ us free. The· total rainforest 
';) 

destruction will have dire envi~ronmental effects, lo'Jhi ch r .;.<.nk 

with those of nuclear war. The environmental effects of a total 

destruction of the tropical r~in forest include massive erosion 

and landscape degradation in the wet tropics. This in turn 

will lead to a major food crisis through .•.a decline of 

agric:ulturet.l productivit-.·>' beginning in Southeast Asia around 
(29) 

A.D.2dOO and spreading el5ewhere later. 

' 2S Nicholas Guppy, Troppl.cal Ol?forest;;dion·- (~ 

Journal of Foreign Affairs. vol. 62. nos. 4-5. -- ---·....__ ....-. ----~ 

I 
Global Vie1·J~ 

1984 : 929 
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forests and their soil contain 20 per cent of world's 

terrestrical carbon pool of 500 billion metric tonnes, 46 per 

cent of this in the living forest. When the forests are cleared 

most of these are released as carbon dioxidr. Thus one of the 

most dangerous consequences c• F the tropical rc::d nforest 

destruction is the increase in the level of atmbspheric carbon 

dioxide which has the dangerous green house effects. Ptll these 

have lE•d Guppy to write: "In the destn..tction of tJ~opical ;1 rai-n 

forests a crisis point may be approaching between human activity 
(30) 

and 1 i fe support system". 

VI 

HAZARDS OF NUCLEAR INDUSTRY 

One of the most serious threats to our plannet tomes from man;s 

harness! ng of nuclear energy both for peacef,ul and for mi 1 it ary 

uses. The first use of this power was to wipe out. two cities. 

But it seems mankind has not le~rnt any lesson from it. The 

~rolif~ration of nuclear power stations and the stock-p{lling of 

nuclear weapons still continue unabated. Even the Three Mile 

Iseland •tncident• and the Chevf!1nobyl ·~ncident• of the recent 

past have failed to dampen the spirit of the nuclear heros, to 

------~----------
30 p. 932. 
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whom, nuclear power seems to be the key to worl.d~s future. The 

nuclear heros cling to the belief that huclear power would 

provide infinite amount of energy indefin~tely. 

have failed to realise is that catastrophic 

generating this power on earth, which is almost 

But what they 

consequences :of 
I 

literally the 
: 

Promethean act of stealing the fire from the gods. Let us 

discuss briefly 

nuclear physics. 

some of the hazards generated by the science of 
: 

0 

I have first discussed in what follows the Nuclear Questions by 

assuming that no nuclear plant a~cident can or ever will t~ke 

place in the world. The pooint that 11 have emphasised is that 

even if we make the above assumption, the nuclear industry is 

still a global menace. And a nuclear power station anywhere 

should be a 
(31) 

every where. 

sufficient cause for concern for people 

Even the normally working nuclear power stations are a source of 

intense thermal pollution, for they cannot but ooze immense 

amounts of heat into the biosphere . Nuc 1 ear energy in a :po.,.Jer 

station is utilised to boil the water to produce steam th~t 

drives.the generator. A temperature in the fange of 1000-2000 

degree F is required to perFor··m t:hi s task with thnrmodynamic: 

efficiency. But expressed in ter~s that are equivalent to the 

31 Nar:indar Singh, 'The Profound Immorality of Nuclear Power/, 
mimeograph, p. 9. 
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temperature scale the energy generated by the fission process is 

in the range of million degrees. This led Professor Barry 

Commoner to remark that the use of nuclear power for the 
I 

relataive mild task of boiling water violates the familiar 

caution against attacking a fly with a r~~on.,' No doubt the fly 

wi 11 be k i 11 ed, 
(32) 

but at the cost of ccnsjder~ble unnecessary. 

damage. The pwer of the 
I 

atomic 
·' l 

energy which has been 

described by Commoner as a kind of thermod~namic overkill' can 

be judged from the fact that one nuclear power plant inay b~ able 

to heat up the water, say, in· the Hudson Ri \,er by as much as 7 

degree F. The earth hc.s delicate thermal balance. The 

r-adiation of the vast amount of extra heat by the 

ever--pr-olifer-ating nucl~ar power station will sooner or- later 

certainly lead to a dis!ruption of the delicate ~~ermal balance 

of ou'r- global eco-system. This is certainly a problem without 

any conceivable solution. But it is not the only one. 

An6ther problem associated with this industry and which is of 

equal impor-tance, is the dispersal of the radioactive reactors 

waste which have halflives ranging from two hours to 24~000 years. 

Again the r-adioactiv~ structure of plants which with their life 

span completed have to be decommissioned but cannot be 

'decontamt nllted and dismantled for 150-200 years or may be 

longer period still. These inactive plants will soon outnumber-

32 Bar-r-y Commoner, The Poverty of Power, London: 
1976, p. 98-99. 

Jonathan Cape, 
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the active plants because the life span of a typical nuc:l~ar 
I 
i 

reactor is no more than thirty years. But although the 

inactive power plants will be dead they will still be immensely 
0 

r.adi cacti ve and hence a constant source of r·adi oactai ve 

pollution for the adjacent areas. Thus even if we assume th~t 

nuclear power stations.are completely accident ~ree, they cannot 

but pose serious environmental for no conceivable 

technology has been devel6ped to tackle the above mentioned 

problems successfully. 

The Chernobyl acc:i dent of the recePt pe~st has shown ho~o"J 

unrealistic the assumption of ~ ~ccident free nuclear power 

station is. In a 1984 study on high risk tEchn6logy, Charles 

Perrow, Prbfessor Sociology at Yale University wrote : 

"if the safety system have worked so far why call this a high 

risk system ? One answer is that we simply have not qiven the 

nuclear power system a reasonable amount C:)f timE' fi:J disclose its 

potential ••.••• we are only beqininq to uncover the potenti~l 

(33) 
dangers tfiat make any predi c:ti on of rj sl~ ver-v unc:er·tai n 

( 

Only t...,o :years after· Per·r·ow• s book was published the 

explosion at Chernobyl Plant confirmed his thesis. 

researches have pointed out that if cur-rent rate were to 

33. Charles:. Perrow, cited in Christopher, Flavin ,"Reassessing 
Nuclear Power : The Fall out from Chernobyl " ~J.9.1'":.t~L.W.~.:!;_c;:b __ f'~_g.er 

z~ .... _tl.!r:£h .... .!~.~? __ .e.!'.~~-!.. 
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continue there would be three additional accidents by ~hey~ar 

2000. And, at that point with 500 reactors in operation, 
<34) 

damaging accidents would occur every four year 

core 

These 

facts suggest that we can no longer assume that i1o nuclear plant 

acci~ent can 6r will ever take place anywhere in anywhere in the 

world and once we discard the assumption of- accident free 

nuclear power stations, the profound immorality of nuclear power 

becomes all the more clear. L~t us take the instance of the 

Chern@bbyl 'incident•. 

Chernobyl is the world's most serious nuclear power accident so 

far. The direct costs include 31 1 death, 1000 immediate 

injuries, 135 ,000 people evacuated from their homes in the 
( 

Ukraine and at least three billion dollar in financial losses. 

But the long-term implications which are far more troubling and 

uncertain will with a11 probables over shadow the short-term 

costs. As the Soviet official ptut it, it may not be possible 

simply to remove the consequences of the accidents. The shadow 

of the a~cidents will be felt by the people of Ukranine and of 

entire Europe for decades to come. Estimates of resulting 

concer deaths by researchers in the field ran~ge from less than 

(35) 
1,000 to almost 300,000. ~hus the costs of an accident in 

a nuclear power staion is almost in~alculable. 

--~-------------------
34. 1.b1.d ,p40 

35 Ibid., P• 5. ---
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Coming to the other uses of the nuclear power that is, the 
J 

uses of nuclear ,power for mi 1 it ary purposes~ it is important to 

point out that if the threat of nuclear holocaust from the 

remorseless stockpiling of nuclear weapons becomes true,. it 

will be the ultimate manifestation c1f the crisis of ecology. 

The risk involved can be re:.\li:::ed fr·orn thE· fac:t 1:t-,\at a nuclear 

holocaust need not to be triggered by an ac:tu~l war ·between the 

nuc 1 ear power,s but it may well occur due to an accident. 

has not taken so far; more so because ever more of these 

missiles continue to be acquired all the time. But the fact, 

for example, that in the United states alone five thousands man 

are removed from missile duty every year for drug, alcohol and 

other psychological problems suggests that the threat of nuclear 

holocaust is frightfully real. 

The recognition of the fact that our biosphere is a single 

living unit, Led James Lovelock to designate it after the Greek 

goddess 'as Gaia. "Nuclear reactors, both active and dead are-

so may tumours, · i n her body . Here are some 375 of the 

'peaceful' variety in existence right now and unknown of the 

military kind How many of them can Gaia carry before she 

collapses herself? .But if Gaia dies or is paralysed at least, 
(36) 

do we continue to live as a species? 

Thus in the present situation Albert Einstein's observation th•t 

36 Narindar Singh,. op., cit., p. 12. ------
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the unleashed power of atom has changed everythinq save our 

modes of thinking seems even more profound 

VII 

EVOLUTION OR INVOLUTION 

A brief study of the problems of "limits to growth 
I 

and the 
I 
I 

' 
environmental crisis brings an important question to one~s mirid. 

In the light of these problem one 

wonders whether human civilization is in the path of evolut~on 

or involution, for bringing the Jerusalem of economic growth to 

the earth's green and pleasant land has so far conspicuou~ly 

reduced both the greenness and pleasantness. The irony of the 

situation is that the more the industrial developement the more 

danger to the environment. Development has acquired a sinister 

dimension pollution. The negative aspects of development are so 

paramount that they outstrip all its benefits and the net result 

is retrogression. Most of us believe that human civilization is 

in th~ path of evolution i.e. 

that we in the path of 'involution' which is same as to say that 

we are engaged in an act of unrollinq or unfolding of our 

civilization. We cannot call evolution to· a proc~ss which 

ultimately leads to no where but s~lf- destruction. So b1stead 
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~ 

of evolution what is taking place is involution for human 

civilization is not moving outward but is literally being rolled 

or turned inward. And instead of development what we are 

experiencing is retrogression. Thus the time has come to seek 

development alternatives but ~ternatives to development . 

• • • • • ':• • • "" t t t I • • 
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Karl Marx once said "the tradition of all past ~enerations 
(1) 

wt6ghs like an Alp upon the brains of the livinq". 'his 

explaihs our passive adherence. to a usel~ss faith in the 

charismatic power of the Cartesian-Newtoniari mechanical world 

view to solve all the problems. sut the fact is that being 

unable to solve the most serious anomaly of ~ontemporary 

civilization namely the "crisis of ecology"~ 
(2) 

the 

Cartesian-Newtonian paradigm has become diseased. In fact it 

is dying a slow death and in the process contaminating 

everything it gave birth to. But.'&tU; a pity to find instead of 

discarding the old, diseased and dying paradigm~ the 

professionals are still clinging to it. They are trying to 

apply the concepts of an out-dated world view - the mechanistic 

world view of Cartesian Newtonian Science- to a reality that 

can no longer be understood in terms of these concepts. 

According to Robert Hei 1 broner ~ an economist, ... 'sustained and .... 
(3) 

conclusive change is the inescapable lot of human society' 

but the danger is that if we mispercept: 

the ~eali~y or misread the symptoms of the crisis or if we stand 

\ I 1 Karl Marx, cited in Narindar Singh. Paradigm Lost, SP-minar, 
March, 1994, p. 1. 

2 Jeremy Rifkin, op. cit., p. 4 

3 Robert R.Heilbroner, in Lester Brown, op. cit., p. 329. 
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idle by assuming that nothing can be done to get o~rselves out 

of this crisi~ situation, then change will inevitably be painful 

and chaotic or may even spell doom for the entire mankind. To 

cite Heilbroner once again, we need not be "reduced to the 
~ ' 

impatience of astronomers watching the imperturbable mechanics 
(4) 

of celetial objects". Thus we must act ·and act on ithe 

fundamental consideration that man has the capability, ; the 

wisdom and above all the obligation to remidiate this situation. 

To meet the challenge of environmental degradation what we Heed 

is a "new paradigm" a new vision of reality~ a fundamental 
(5) 

change in our thoughts perception and values". The switch 

over to a new paradigm is however not an easy task for Daly 

reminds us that paradigms are not easily ab~ndoned even under 

the st~ess of fact that do not seem to fit. But, 1 et there be 

no mistake about the consequences of clinging to the •otd 

Paradigm•. It will only result in the intensification of the 

crisis of ecology. Thus the imperative of survival of .mankind 

calls for a shift to an alternative paradigm - a paradigm that 

can solve the most serious anomaly confronting our civilization. 

A BACKWARD STEP IN HISTORY 

4 Robert L. Heilbronerp cited in Lester Brownp S'f....!:~~r~~o, 

5. Capra, op. cit., p. xvii. 
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It took thousands of years before the Aristotle'Jan "mrld view 

could be replaced by the mechanistic world view. But in that 

instance there was plenty of time to make the radical change in 

the world view. But in the present situation, the problem 

' involved i.s of such paramount importance and the time factor is 

so crucial that we are being forced to make a transition from 

the mechanistic world view to an alternative and more competent 

world view at the shortest possible time. 

The mechanistic paradif~ is based on 'reductionism•. But for a 

new vision of reality we require an awareness of theessential 

interrelatedness and interdependence of all phenomenon which the 

toll of reductionism of the mech.:.mi st.i c. wor 1 d~vi ew is i 11-

adapted to provide. This, calls for a switch over to an 

organic paradigm - the Aristotle·oan or-q.:;~.nic world view. This 

however, requires a backward step in history rather I would say 
"~· 

a 'big backward leap' in history, taking into consideration the 

time contraint. 

As against the mechanistic paradigm of the Cartesian-Newtonian 

science which is essentially reductionist the organic~ par·adi gm 

i& hol1&ttc•. 

The term ~holistic~ has its roots in the Greek word "hoils~ 

<whole) and refer& to an understanding of reality in terms of 

integrated whole, whose properties cannot be reduced to smaller 
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unit&. "Holism" ia the basic theoretical approach deriv~d from 

the environmental observation of reality. "Holism" as a concept 

is as old as the Indian Upanisada. The Upanisada contains idea 

of wholeness of 5:t.ystems and unity of. all life. Holism as 

developed by modern scholars like Smuts and latter by Bews 

states that as a consequence of the existence of. a complex 

environment,all phenomenon has to be analysed in the contact of 
(6) 

the environmQnt. 
(7) 

that 

Holism, recoqnises unlike reductionism 

(i) The whole-·is a conti113ent structure which is .;~.n reciprocal 

interaction with its own parts and with the greater whole of 

which it is a part and 

<ii> neither the whole nor the part completely determines each 

other. 

If we want a more durable civilizational pattern than we have to 

deal successfully with the most fundamental problem of.~ur time. 

For this, however we need to rE•co9cni se the prohl f.?m which is of 

paramount importance for the survival of human beinqs e\S 
.,. 

,,,species. ·But the Oescarte~s method of arriving at true 

knowledge of things obscures the issue which f 5 of fundamental 

6 Kurt Oopfer, •Towards a New Paradigm' Kurt Oopfer~ (ed> 
Economic& in the Future, London~ Macmillan Press~ p. 9. 

7 Sailendra Ghosh, "Modern Science Vs Society• 
Delhi>, June 1991, p. 21. 

Seminar <New 
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importance to mankind., The first principle of the Descarte•s 

method of arriving at knowledge of thinqs is "to accept nothinq 

as true which is clearly not recognizable as such''. And 

acco:;rding to the second principle for a proper under5tandinq of 

a problem what is required is,'to divide up the problem into as 
') 

many parts a~ possible and so examine each part··in isolation'. 

Thus the second principle distorts the true nature of the 

'crisis of ecology' for we know from the Gestalt School of 

Psychology that~the sum of the parts is different from the 
(8) 

whole'. Thus the separate e>: ami nation o·f Oe problem of 

'crisis of ecology~ deters us from clearly recognising the 

crisis. For example the separate examination of the problems of 

~environmental deg~ation', ~ i n f 1 at i on ' ~ 'rapid resource 

•unemployment' etc. which are ess~ntially the 

different parts of a single problem-namely the 'crisis of 

ecology• results in dilution of the seriousness of the problem 

of 'crisis of ecology. This results in our not being able to 

clearly recognise the crisis. This then gives rise to what 

Einstein would have called a ~crisis of perception•. And the 

first principle deters us in accepting the crisis as true, for 

it accepts nothing as true which is not clearly recognisable. 

On the other hand it is this impasse which 'holism' helps us to 

avoid. For what '~oli§m• d~m~nd~ i~ a concern with a problem 

e.J.P.Chaplin ~nd 
Psychology~ New 
inc.1979.,p.134-13~ 

T. S. Crawi ec;, 
York, Holt 

8y!!ile:Hn5 ·cwd 
Rinehart 

Th epr i &s Qf 
and Winston 
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which is itself of fundamental and existential i mportarice. 

Therefore, it also demands an examination of all facts 'and 
'--.. 

which be shown to be relevant to it. Holism 
I 

relations can thus 

requires one tc di~mi!;;g as ' impertinent the traditional 

boundaries whit."'h have been erected to mark oft Qf'l~ di~c:ipHne 

from the rest. Holism calls for interdiscipl~nary or multi-

disciplinary research, for creativity depends on fullness of 

concepts, fullness of experience, fullness of heart. To quote 

Neils Bohr, "FuUness alone leads to clarity and in the abyss 
(9) 

does truth dwell". 

In Paulo Friere•s a formulation, no i ntell ect.ual e:·:erci se can 

have any educational value unless it is critical and it cannot 

be critical unless it is holistic. In his own words: 

"The investigation will 

when it most critical, 

be most 

and most 

educational 
:) 

critical 

when it avoids the narrow outlines of •partial' or 'focal i sed • 

views of reality, 
( 1 0) 

and sticks to the comprehension of total 

reality. 

Paulo Friere 

This then calls from the cultivation of what 

calls "Cr· it i cal ConsciousnPSs' (11). 
~· 

Thus 

cultivation of "Critical Consr:.ir.HtSrt(o>ss> as disintinquished by 

Paulo Freire ·From 'N'"'ive Consciousness• which by deFinition is 

9. Neils ~ohr, cited in Sailendra Ghosh, op. cit •• p. 20 

10 Paulo Freire, Peadoogy of the Oppressed, Herdmondsworth:Bo~ks 
1973 ' p. 80. 

11 Paulo. Freire, Educ.a_tion .. f.or· t::r .. itical Consciousness New 

York• 
Th~ Seabury Press, 1973, P· 
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uncritical can only enable us to perceive and then to meet the 

challenges of our time. 

A holistic perspective again presupposes a long run view as 

against a short-run view, for only a long-~un perspective can 

truly be'come a holistic perspective. Since holistic 

p~rspective has to take everything that can be shown to be 

significant into account it has to incorporate a !onq run view. 

For 'e>~ample, ··the Keynesi.=m prescription -:1f "dig the holes and 

fill themup" to fight depression appears quite sound if we take 

only a short run view~ for in the short-run it sti1ulates 

effective deman~ and helps to fight the evil of depression. But 

once we take a long run view, the solution appears worse than 

the malady itself. For it the long period it essentially leads 

to rapid depletion of terrestrial resources and hence creates a 
{.;~ 

larger problem in the proces of sol~ing a smaller one. Thu~, 

the l<e:·r:Qesi an approach of solving the problem of depr·essi on does 

·not take }nto account all the factors that can be shot-m to be 

significant, for it takes a sho~t - run view of the problem and 

hence is not holistic:. 

'Knowl&dge is not the product of br·~in Alone, it is also the 

impouring of the heart•, said Tagore. Thus, facts of any 

signifiance, cannot exist without values and •js• cannot be 

severed from the 'ought'. This then, means that in the name of 

scientific positivism the professionals cannot eschew all 
( 12) 
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concern with the'ought' for the sake of the inviable ~is•. 

For a 'is -ought' disjunction will make one oblivious of the 

fundamental, and will result in the sole ~reoccupation with the 

triffles. As against this the 'is' and •ought~ that is the • 

Head • and 'Heart• become one in the face of most fundamental 

issue. Let us see how, what matters today more than anything 

else is the fact the human r-ace as a whole faces the thr-&at of 

extinction. H,i s tor i c a 1 1 y, this is a completely novel situation 

and we cannot effort not to take 

note of it. "In fact no possitivist ~10rth his salt~ if he 

wants to gi~e us a pictur-e of the world as it can possibly push 

the novel thr-eat away from the ranqP of his concerns. But the 

moment he gets persuaded to take it into account~ he cannot but 

open the doors of his peception to sentimentality .. Indeed~ if 
< 12a> 

this does not touch his motive cor-d~ nothing ever will". 

' This then is the way that the Head and the Hear-t become one at 

least in a non-trival situation. This is then the profoundest 

justification for- what Roger- Sper-ry c~lls the emergence of 

science and values. To quote him: 

"Instead of separating science fr-om values, the cur-r-ent 

interpretation leads to a stand in which science - in its 

pure&t aense aa a meama of r-e~al ing ntnd underst.;mdinq of man 

12. Narindar Singh, op. cit., p. 80. 

----------------
12a. Roger Sperry cited in Narindar- Singh, 
the Heartless". Mimeograph 298 p.5 

"Economics from 
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and the natural order - becomes the best source, method, and 

authority for determining the ultim~te criteria of. moral value~ 

and those ultimate ethical axioms and guidelines to live and 
C13> 

govern by it". 

Thus, in the new paradigm there has to be a emerg•nce of 'is' 

and 'ought' so that the qap between them becomes.as short as 

possible. 

It is good to notice that cracks have already appeared in the 

super-structure of the "old paradigm• and a beginning of a 

search for an alternative paradigm has alr2a~y been made. The 

shift to a new paradigm however is not an easy task. This is 

perhaps the most difficult task any civilization has ever had 

to undertake. This herculian task requires nothing short of 

what Kuhn calls 'The Scientific Revolution•. As the decay 0 of 

last year's leaves provides humus for new growth the folfowin~ 

spring, so also, only tl1e ultimate demise of the 'Old Paradigm• 

will provide the necessary infrastructure for the construction 

of a new, organic, holistic and more appropri~te p~radigm. 

ECONOMICS UNDER THE NEW PARADIGM 

Marcello Cini ~nee suggested that economics could take good 

breath of air from ecology and revive itself from the pre~ent 
(14) 

coma. This then implies that if economists wish to 

13. ibid. p. 3 
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regenerate their subject, they can do little better perh~ps 

than to make ecology their central concern. Thus if at ;all 
I 
' i 

economics is to. become relevant then, it must cease•' to be 

concern with logical consistency alone. This does not however 

mean that it ought to reneqe 
I 

consistency. But what relevance demands is·- an adequacy: to 

reality no less than to consistency. But yoked a~ it is to a 

mechanistic paradigm, it cannot see r·eal i ty. So 

required first of all is a detachment of economics from the 

meCchanistic paradigm. And this can only be achieved by 

adopting an ecological perspective. For an ecological 

perspective is essentially 'holistic'. 

So it is time for new alliances and culture. An interesting 

starting point for detaching economics from the mechanistic 

paradigm could be what Schumacher calls 'meta-economics•. 

Meta-economics deals with two parts: 

(1) One deals with man, and 

(2) the other deals with the environment. 

Its thrust is that it must derive its aim and t,Pb j ec:t i ves from a 

s'tudy of man and it must derive 'at 1 east a 1 arge part of 

14 Enzo ~Ti ezz i, "Under the Guidance of 
Development;Seeds of Change , 1986: 3~ 

Entr·opy 
p. '76 

and Biology" 
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methodology from a study of nature. 

Contemporary economists ~nder the influence of the mechanistic 

paradigm have become so absorbed in logical mathematical and 

econometric subtleti~s that they have Hl~ost totally neglected 

~h@ ~tudv of the environmental Factors. The~ have kept the 

environmental f~ct~rs· out~!d@ th~ analysis by 

categorising them as •external fa~tors'. What they M~V@ f~i\ed 

to ~ealise is that, it i~ these external factors upon which the 

meaningfulness of their exercises utterly depends. Thus for· 

the revitalisation of economics, economists must turn their 

main attention to questions that now seem to lie completely 

beyond and outside their own reservation to what Schumacher 
( 15) 

calls 'meta-economics•. 

Schumacher makes a powerful plea for the study of 

'meta-economics'by writing. 

"If economics neglects the study of meta-economics or remains 

unaware of the limits of application of economic calculus, he 

is likely to fall into a similar kind of error as that of 

certain mediaval theologians who tried to settle questions of 
( 16) 

physics; by means of biblical quotations." 

Again economics to be relevant must incorporate the entropic 

15. E.F.Schumacher. '-ooes Economics Help?: An Exploration of 
Meta-economics! J.Robinson, ed,e~ter Keynes 1 0xford; Basil 
Blackwell. 1973 p. 33 .... - ... - --
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concept of reality for the essence of this law is the essence 

of reality itself., Let us see how the 'law of entropy helps us· 
. .. ~! 

to understand the crisis properly. 

The first law of thermodynamics tells us that ~nergy can 

neither be created nor destroyed'. Since energy can neither be 

created nor destroyed, if there is a demand for more energy than: 

our entire supply of terrestrial resources then we simply[ 

cannot do things that we might like to do. In this sense the 

first law of thermodynamics sets an absolute limit on the totalo 

amount of available nergy in the world because our conventional 

fuel resources i.e. fossil fuels are essentially fixed and 
( 17) 

limited. Here then, is a strang evidence for •limits to 

growth' because the total nergy content of the world is 

constant and fixed. In this respect., thel(..rler·gy crisis is stark 

and of the first order. 

Coming to the second law of thermodynamirs i.e. the 1 alo'J of 

entropy, which says that the entropy of a closed system 

continously increases or that the order of such a system 

steadily turns into disorder. Entropy is the meas•u~ei)of 

unavailableenergy within a closed thermodynamic system. The 

16. E.F.SchUIJlacher, quoted in W.l<ern, "Returning to the 
Aristotlelian Paradigm: Dally and Schumacher'',F Journal of The 
History of Political Economy. Wint.Pr 1983~ l5C4> • p. 510 

17 A.M. Weinberg, "FJl'ergy: FuturE· (lJternatives and 
Academy Forum, National Acadmy of Science <Cambridge>. 
12. 

Risks" 
t 984. p. 
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e..nergy that is free for man to use is avai 1 able energy, 

entropy and whenenergy is unavailable to man, it is of high 

entropy that is when it has dissipated throughout 1): a 

thermodynamic system. The law of thermodynamics has th~ 

following two implications: 

From the first law it is obvious that we do not produce or 

consume anything, we merely rearranqe it. And from t.tle 

second law it is clear th~t our arr~ngement implies a 

continuous reduction in potential for Further use within the 

system as a whole. 

To understand the above point let us consider the economjc 

process from the point of view of thermodynamics. Ff.bm the 

point of vrew of thermodynamics, matter, i . .c.enerqy enters th~· 

economic process in a state of 'low entropy•. For ex~mple 

when a piece of coal is burned, its initial free energy has 

become so dissipated in the form of heat~ smoke and ashes 

that man can no longer use it. Thus the free energy of a 

sy&tem continuously ~nd irrevoc~bly deqrades into bound 
( 1 8) 

energy. " 

Another implication that fol1ow~ From thu second law is that 

in converting heat into or for that matter any form of energy 

18 Nicholas Georgescus - Roegen, "The Entropy Law and the 
Economic Problem••, Herman E.Daly, Ed., Toward A Steady- State .. 
E.r::ppp~, San Francisco: ;W.H.Freeman and Co., 19'73, p. 40 
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into another form say mechanical energy there is always some 

waste heat or bound energy that pollutes the environment. In 

fact that bound energy is what pollution is all about. To 

quote Rifkin, "Many people think that pollution is a 

by-product of production. In fact~ pollution is the ~um 

i 
total of all the avai 1 able energy in thf? wor l.d that has 

( 19) 
transformed into unavailable energy". 

b~en 

Thus the entropy law, which connects all economic activiti;es 
(20) 

to their biophysical foundations helps us to reach the 

root of the crisis of ecology. Thus economics to become 
0 

relevant must take a entropic view of all economic 

activities. 

Let u~ see by taking a concrete proble~~ how the entropy law 

is the supreme governing principle behind all economic 

activities. Inflation has been cit0rl as the number one 

concern of the American people. Conventional economists who 

analyse inflation ~s a phenomena of •too much money chasing 

too few goods', have not boen abl c· to deal successfully wi t.h 

it. This is due to the failure of the conventional 

economists to realisr.> that toda)i's inflation is; tied l.ijn:?ctly 
(21> 

t6 the depletion of our non-renewable enerqy base. The 

more th£> energy extr··.:~t .. t.r.?d from tilE-· environment., 

19 Jeremy Rifkin~ o~~~~-~ p. 35 

20 Nicholas Georegescu-Reogen, op. cit.~ 

-------------------
21 Jeremy Rifkin.~ o..E_:._cit.~ p. 123 
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difficult J t becomes to e>:tr act further ener·qy fr·om the 

environment. Again it becomes more costly to extract less 

easily exploitable supplies of av~tlable enerqy from the 

environment. Thus the cost of extraction of energy continues 

to rise all along the ener·g'y' flo~.>J line.· ·rhi.s~ in turn, gives 

rise to a 'cost-push' inflati~n. Again the disorder f~om the 

past flow-through further accumulates and is an additional 
'') 

economic:, .social and political cost whic:h further increases 

the prices for both consumers and producers. "Thus the 

inflation spirals faster and taster as the energy environment 
<22) 

nears depletion". 

Barry Commoner has gi './Em statistics to provHie i rrefutabJ e 

(23) 

evidence of how the entropy law affects the whole proces~. 

In 1960, every dollar invested in energy production yielded 

2,250,000 BTUs of energy. This figure was reduced Lo 

2,168,000 BTUs of energy in 1970 and just after three years 

the figure dropped to only 1,845,000 BTUs for each dollar 

invested. This implies that in just thirteen years, there 

has been a decrease of 18 per cent in the productivity of 

capital in energy producti~n. This shows that the present 

day phenomenon of inflation has an ecological base and can 

best be understood with the help of entropy law. 

22 ~' p. 124. 

22 lbid., p. 124. 
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yhus only if economics adopts an ecological perspective and 

incorporate anentropic view of reality, then it will be able 

to deal successfully with the •crisis of ecology• 

cease to be irrelevant. 

and thus 



CHAPTER- V 
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CONCLUSION 

The • economics-ecology debate• has acqui r·ed renewed i mportanr.:e 

in recent years due to the intensific:~tion of the crisis of 

ecology. It is paradoxical that althollqh it i.nvolves nothing 

less than our survival as a race~ the interface between 

economics and ecology happens to be one of the most englected 

areas of research. It is however good to find that in recent 

ye~rs there is a growing awarenCess among professionals of t~e 

ec o 1 og i c a 1 dimensions of development. Development and 

environemnt have become increasingly interwined. 

The present study deals with the twin problems of "The Limits to 

Growth' and "The Pollution of the Environment• which together 

constitute 'The Crisis of Ecology•. The science of economics as 

it has been developed so far, has not been .able to deal with the 

crisis of ecology successfully. This in turn has giaven rise to 

the "The Limits to Economics•. Based as economics is in a 

mechanistic epistemology, it is essentially reductionist in its 

approach. 

r~l&gating 

And economics maintains its reductionist approach by 

the ecological Factors to externalities. This 

neglect is one of the main reasons of "The Crisis of Ecology•. 

To qoute Hans Immter; "From the beginning nature has remained 

outside the categories of economic thinking~ yet production 

continuously devours nature. This contradiction is at the root 
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(1) 

cause of crisis of ecology". 

The failure of the economists to recognise the ecological 

constraints on economic growth is one of the glaring examples of 

their utter disregard for nature. But the fact is that our 

planet earth is finite and hence economic growth cannot be 

continued indefinitely. Economi st:s however ha\le 1 ost sight of 
'") 

this finitude and prescribe economic growth as the panace for 

all ills. The inevitable consequences of this are however, thP. 

rapid depletion of terrestrial resources which are essentially 

finite and also the pollution of different types. Thus economic 

growth for growth • s sake is both destructive and w.nsustai nabl e. 

Again the 1 aws of thernrodynami cs can no 1 onger be ignored in 

relation· to the sur vi val of mankind. The second law of 

thermodynamics tells us that the entropy of the physical 

universe increases constantly because there is a continuous and 

irrevocable qualitative degradation of order into chaos. If we 

take a entropic view of all economic process, it becomes clear 

that all economic actvities in their ultimate analysis degrade 

natural resources and pollute the environment. The earth is 

•entropically winding dbwn naturally. But the real concern is 

that the economic activities of the Wper-industrialised 

wocieties are accelerating the process and hence leading the 

earth at a fantastic pace towards an ecological disaster. So 

survival dictates that man must learn to ration the meagre 

resources he has so profligately squandered. 

1 Hans Immter, op. cit.~ p. 44. 



Economics can face ~qu~rely tho rhAl18~qe of +llc.: crisis oF 

ecology f i. r ~:t by em~ncipiting itsel4 from the mechanistic a~rl 

entropjc wotld vif}lf'l b::c~-ecJ un r=1 l,r_,i,:1ic pla'Yc.e.pt\rt~·-, o-F r·c-31itv. 

Ecc•logy iF b~sic.;.lly 21 ml.!lti·rFc~cirl.'.n.=u··; "ubir:>ct_ e~nd d~sct.•.~-s=-ion 

Only of its :c:conomic O.S~~ec.;t!::- v1ithout .;lc'F•ql,.lod.te rPfnrenc:e to the 

technological~ s:.oc i a 1 ~ politir·;.d 

ina:-.!equate for· thE• under~t,~r;r:Hi-,q the ;nulti--di,nr:>nsi.onal cr--isi::. of 

ecol C•Q I· Thus to solve the cris:is of e•:ol oqy a 

mu!tidisciplinary holistic: approach is required. This however 

i5 not possible unless a transition is made from the mechanistic 

and reductionist paradigm of Cartesian and Newtonian science to 

a truely organic and holistic p~radigm. 

is a new paradigm. 

Thus the on 1 y =--r'l ut ~on 

The sc.oner mankind realises 

mechanistic and reductionJ~t 

holistic wor-ld '/iew the better· 

this and subnstitutes 

world-view by a orqanic 

it be for 

the 

and 

civilization, otherwise it will be cauqht by the same thread 

that has alrE·ady st -ranqulated so m.;u•y spcc.l.r>~; o-F 

animals of the earth 

birds and 

One ~ay say in the end th3t, the major qlobaJ problems of 

times such as resource and emP.rqv difficulties. Pnvi r-·one·rnntal 

degrco.dC'ltions in their ultimate analyc:·:is ,,,r-F! .~11 inte..--connecte·d. 

They are the ine·vit.~ble cC)nc;:.eQvt::nc.os nf nne h.=1s.ir. rnista!::e: Dt.tr 



determination to cling to a mechanistic and reductionist world 

view. Thu6 one neat &elution to ~11 th~se prob1Pm& is tn swjtch 

over to an organic and holistic World view. The survival of our 

whole civilization may depend upon whether we can bring about 

such a change before it is too late. 

out fast .• 

Alre~dy tJ~e is runninq 
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